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Pres ident  of 
NWCC resig ns ' -  
After 12 years of service, Northwest Community Col- 
lege president Dr. Val George has added his name to the 
growing list of resignations by senior college personnel. 
In. recent weeks, there has 
been an apparent epidemic of 
resignations affecting, among 
others, two management posi- 
tions in the mobile computer 
center and the entire nursing 
,faculty. More recently, college 
planner, Ian Thomas, also 
resigned .... George's resignation 
was submittedlast = weekend and 
is effective Jan. ~ 31, 1989. 
According to NWCC board 
cha i rman Hans Wagner,  
George's resignation was ac-  
cepted with "regret", but all the 
resignations are a result of an in- 
ternal "self-e~/aluation" done by 
the college last year. He' says 
George's resignation isrelated to 
"serious differences" between DR. VAL GEORGE: Funda- 
George an d the college board on mental differences. 
.how tol,resolve>thcse problems. ~ . ~.-, ~ . . -~ ..~.~,. 
i~,i,. Georg~:desCribes these' as although they?are coMi~ientlof :~:: " 
"fundamental differences" con- success, they are,under .no iliu=" 
eerning the operation of the col- signs that a replacement;Willbe: 
lege, but he described the part- available immediately. He says 
ing as "amicable" and said he in the interim, there are!;a 
will be working with the board 
and staff "to insure that the next 
few weeks go smoothly". 
Wagner says the college board 
has already begun a search for 
George's replacement and 
number• of senior personnel who 
are well versed in the operation 
of the college and he expects that 
they will work collectively as a 
management group to "keep the 
continued on page 24 
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i ~me~bmplSln about city streets and some complain about the sidewalks, but it's all a 
matter of perspective.As far as Sarah Higglns of North Munroe Is concerned, everything Is 
JUSt fine the way it is - -  and her dog Oliver agrees. Sand is great for grip, but it sure makes 
the Job of pulling the sled an Inhuman chore. " 
Skeena Sawmills ponders move to Kitimat 
The second largest industrial installation in Terrace 
may be relocated within the next three years. 
ACROSS THE TABLE: The district's schools are still 
behind picket lines, but the pace of bargaining has 
picked up... pages 2 and 11, letters on 6 and 7. 
OPEN YOUR DOORS: And your pockets - -  the 
Mothers' March is under way.., page 22. 
FREEDOM TO MOVE... WHERE? The transportation 
report done for the B.C. government doesn't do much 
for Terrace... story on page 17, editorial page 4. 
ging on the tenure has been 
moving southward for some 
time, and Chesley said by 1991 
the timber will all be coming off 
the south .half of the license 
area, near Kitimst. 
Chesley also noted that 85 
percent of the mill's production 
is shipped out through the port 
DOn Chesley, mill manager at 
Skeena Sawmills; eonflrmed last 
week that the companies who 
control the operation --  Emo 
Forest Products and West Fra~ 
er Mills - -  are examining the 
costs and benefits Of dosing 
down the Terrace mill .and 
building a new mill in Kitlmat. 
would deal a substantial b ow to 
the City of Terrace's industrial 
tax base. City treasurer Keith 
Norman said there are only 
three large industrial operations 
in Terrace, and Skeena Sawmills 
is one of them. 
Norman said the company 
owns six properties within the 
municipal boundaries, the larg- 
est of which is the mill site. It 
was assessed at $6.136 million 
last year and contributed 
$395,470 in taxes to the eity'~ 
coffers. " * 
the finished product is then 
trucked south to Kitimat for 
export. "There are some attrac- 
tions to a Kitimat location for 
the offshore portion," Chesley 
said. 
Skeena .Sawmills sells 95 per- 
cent of its finished lumber to 
U.S. markets. 
Chesley estimated the com- 
pany's Terrace workforce, in- 
cluding woods personnel, to be 
about 300 workers.. All of them 
will be given the opportunity to 
continue .working for Skeena, 
Skeena Sawmills gets most of of Kitlmat, creating a situation 
its+nwlogs from ~TreeFarm Li- in which, the loss are trucked 
~|)~t i th 'o f  T~,  LOll. no~ tO T~a~ for mim~ and 
Chesley stated. "If  we move, 
we're taking our people with 
US. ) '  
He declined to reveal the val- 
ue of the mill's annual payroll. 
Cheslcy said the move is still 
in preliminary stages of con- 
sideration, with 1991 being the 
target date for a decision. He 
noted that the company wanted 
to advise their employees well in 
advance of the relocation 
possibility. "It 's only fair to 
notify them." 
If the mill closes down it 
~. ,  g -= ,  ~. . .  ~ ~ ~. . .  -~,.~ . .~  
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gaining inr: 
As of yesterday the labor dis- 
pute that has shut down educa- 
tion fin School District 88 since • 
Jan.. 2 gained the dubious dis- 
tinction of being the longest 
• Several items were signed off 
in bargaining sessions Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday.:and Sunday. 
Trustees were': conspicuously 
absent'fr6ma meeting called by 
teacher, strike in the history of junior and senior high school 
B.C. • students Thursday~eVening. At a: 
Negotiations between board 
and teachers intensified overthe 
past week, but the two sides 
• remain far apart on a number of. 
issues. 
subsequent meeting, Sunday 
night, students andparents or- 
ganized a petition drive and 
garnered over '600 signatures in 
an  l i-bl0ck area. The petition 
Students petitionboard 
"Students felt slighted and frustrated. Parents felt angry." These 
are the words of one concerned parent, Rene Mikaloff, after School 
District 88 board members failed tomake a showing at a student- 
organized meeting where teachers and school trustees could respond 
to the educational concerns of students. "There were a lot of ques- 
tions to be asked at Thursday's meeting," says Mikaloff. "But it's 
difficult to ask empty chairs;', • 
Teachers wererepresented at the meeting, she said, and this caus- 
ed her to team upwith another concerned parent, Lynne Owens, to 
assist students with a petition campaign last Sunday. The purpose 
of the petiti0n,she says, was to convince .board members that they 
should agree to netotiate around-the-clock, as teachers had already 
said theywould, in order to reach an agreement as soon as possible. 
The result .of last Sunday's effort put in by 3"/ Skeena and 
Caledonia students was the collection of 660 signatures in only four 
hours by canvassing an area of 11 city blocks. Mikaloff said the 
petition was presented to trustee Eva Daniels at about 6:30 p.m. 
after failed attempts to deliver it to Superintendent of SchoolS, 
callec 
:gaining ;unfil/;a ~c0ntract is 
signed...i ':;- ;I ~::'  :. 
: ,~Onestudent reported that the 
petition was delivered to trustee 
Eva Daniels that evening. The 
board, offered to meet-with the 
TDTA team that night at 11 
p.m,, and the session concluded 
at about2 a.m. It is not"known 
if the two events were related. 
The" two sides bargainedagain 
from 11 a.m. Monday.to 2a,m. 
Tuesday, and reconvened at 11 
a.m. Tuesday. At .~ press time 
they Were still negotiating. 
At 9:30 yesterday morning 
TDTA bargainingteam member 
Greig Houlden said, "We're 
making some progress" and in- 
dicated that 12 items had been 
signed off in the previous ses- 
sion. Between 30 and 40 items 
are still on the.table, he said, 
With some of them being major 
points of disagreement he 
termed "crunch issues". Among 
those are class sizes, teacher 
discipline and dismissal and 
teacher evaluation. 
With regard to salaries, Houl- 
den said the TDTA tabled a new 
continued on page 23 
Local organizer GIIIian Campbell explained Alzheimer's 
disease and how "it affects us all" to Aid. Darryl Laurent 
during the recent signing of a proclamation by Terrace 
council declaring January as Alzheimer Awareness Month. 
Alzheimer's currently affects 300,000 Canadians and 
causes 10,000 deaths annually= But families of AIzheimer's 
sufferers also pay the price through emotional and flnan- 
clal strain and them is an:increasing need for research; 
understanding and support, and ultimately a cure. 
Frank Hamilton. ':I think it got the board moving," she said. 
Mikaloff says that teachers were called back to the table at 11 
p:.m; •that:same vening in a move-she called ,'unusual • In the -=- ,~ -r- ~ -----" ' ~ " 
event heeff0rt apers off, ,fThere's other things we Can do," she ~ .  
says. "If they slow down, we'll have to give them another push." 
i i  
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I~~~1 in quiet surroundingsl ~Ch inese  ~ Westcrrl Cuisine 
• 5 p.m. 10 P.m. " ~ " '~:' Mon.--Thuts. 10:30 s.m. ~ midnight 
4620 Lakelse Avenue. =~;~d~s~ =.=)m=.~..~]).~.m. 
w E S T  638 i81r41  638" i  848 or 638-8034 
.÷ .  
Forecast Period: 1/22-1/28/89 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 a pleasant relationship you've enjoyed- Clear GIM'S 
any hazy details. ~ ~ Sp  
TAURUS Personal nd busine~ relationsh.ips may conflict. ~ RESTAURANT 
Apr. 20-May 20 Get your priorities in order. You are in the public ' Chinese & Canadian Food ~.~1(.. eclallzJng In eKe 
eye. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~];\\ Cuis ine  and  Canad ian  
GEMINI Put other' thinss aside and clear up u"finished Mort- |Ved 11.30 a.m. - -  !0:00 p.m. ~.!j~ Dishes 
May 21June20 business. Be prepared for a rush of activity us ' Thursday !!:30 a.ltl. - -  Ii:00 p.m,t~o./f.! " 
Februarybegins. ~ Fri .'Sat 11:30a.m. ~ I;00 a:m. " " -  i ~ l  4606GrelgAve.,. IorTake.Out 
CANCER Controversy in organizational matters proves to Sunday 12:00 a.m. 
be very disturbing. Friendships are threatened. I 4643 Park Apenue ,O :O0, , .m. . , , ,  L.~_ ~1 Te,race.B.O. P,.635=~184 June 21July 22 
Make sure of your facts before voicins opinions. L 
LEO : Conditions may-f0rce you into a "take charge" 
July 23.Aug.22 role. Put your leadership qualities and initiative ~ , ~ , ~  t work for y U.tureareindic ted. Gr i l IC°pp; r  t th 6 " ~  
VIRGO Any outdoor activity should relieve some of the 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 nervous tension you may feel. Travel and advert- ::';:~'¢. 
5-6630 
; " ~ ~  This spot could ~ Terrace Hotel 
L IBRA Famiiyfinancesunder$°strain'Expensesseem L ~ .  be  your  ~ For your dining pleasure we have • Sept. ~3.Oet. 22 to run way ahead of income. Recreational activi- 
ties don't have to cost money, expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant 
SCORPIO Treat family members and professional contacts hours. 
Oct. 23-Nov,21 tothewarmsideofyournature. You'!!beamazed 7 :a.m. to 9 p.m.  
at the response. 
SAGII"rARIUS Communication, or lack of, can get'you in hot 
• Nov. 22-De¢. 21 water. Take care in how you express yourself. 
:. CAPRICORN Income and earninBs are emphasized, Reach for ~ 
Dee.22-Jan.19 higher Baals. The opportunityisthere. Take Subscription order Form advantage. ] • ** 
'AQUARIUS A lot of time is wasted trying to prove your point. 
Jan. 20-Feb, 18 The Aquarian mind is usually ten paces ahead. 
. PISCES Keep another's problems eparate from your [~] 1 year $24.00 L-J 2 years - -  $45.00 
Feb. lP-Mar. 20 own. ln the final analysis, we each ave to nanole [ ]  Cheque [] Money Order E] Master Card i"1 Visa 
our  own.  
Cord No. , , 
Please send'a subscription to: 
Exp i~ Dote , , 
. .~ , -  Mail or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
i=  "T  
I I  _ . . .  4535 Grelg Avenue,  
Jl . • ' Ter race ,  B.C,, VaG 1M7 
1 Seniors in Temrace and District $12.00 r * ~ L w ' " ' ~ 
So!o. W!of T, mce c~ m,trm Sis.® 
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DIST CTINO. 88 (TERRACE) 
CONTINUES TO BE READY AND ~./i!iiiiii~ii::iiiii~iiiii~iiii~ii,ilili!i,i,i! 
TEACHERS' STRIKE 
We. have the;re, effec ..... ~ :  ~~ 
tiveand~effiCient '~ , :heels ; " - - -  Dist 
tO ensure our children receive :a good edu;: 
cation at a reasonable and respons,b le  )alto some 40 
o r demands 
i~'. eachers Went n strike although nego- 
tiatio:ns were cont, nu,ng and on!y 10 of 75  he 
S chooldistricts had agreedto a first collec- ~ .... . 
tive agreement, ncluding: 
~,, The teachers are on'strike because li ' ii!*ii~:i~*. 
some o f  their demands have not been ~;~ *~"~ 
agreed to by:the School District. These 
demands:are excessive and financiallyir- 
responsible to our communities. 
Some excessive 
demands still 
'omthree to five daysleave to absence 
teens, without pay. 
ase in.the. Professional .Improvement 
)0, tO $390. for a three unit university 
g:teachers a bonus ofup to $1,950. 
:luring a leave for educational pur- 
tionary leave, 7% 
The total cost of these two.items represent a 
tax increase of $720. a year to the Terrace home- 
owner with a house assessed at $65,000. 
, The average teachers' present salary and allow- 
ances is $34,423, benefits are $5,366., for a total 
of $39,789., the teachers' demands will increase 
this total to $49,563. 
i!i ~ r g ) is t r !ct  ha *i• 
Janua y 12 1989-~i tn  S sign many 1 Salary Demands . 
* Teachers' salary demands as a percent o f  ~ . . . .  lwwmm... " c l a u s e s  
teacher costs in the first year include: " :::~'~:'*~,~i;~ ~,',,; .... ~ 
~I grid shortening and salary increase, 2.3.%, including: 
increased cost for teacher controlled dmcre- 
~;~/.~;//~ of $170. a day. 
~1~ ;  :~L 3. negotiating a salary increase, the latest offer to the 
~i~i~i!ii~i! :~, teachers, to which~they have not replied, was 6.2% 
ng all past health and welfare benefits: 
ng substitute pay from a flat rate of $90. per 
0. a day, and after the sixth day an average 
students 
3 Increased Costs of teacher in service 
from $18,000 to $50,000 with no account 
, The present starting salary of a beginning 
teacher with five years university training Is 
$26,745., after five years experience this teacher 
would earn $33,805., and at the top of the scale 
after 11 years, $42,277.00. 
2. An increase in paid non-instructional 
days from the present five to eight, an addi, 
tional loss of three days Instruction to 
ability 
4. The deletion of all reference in the Agree, 
ment to teachers being a good role model. , 
5. The insistence on a clause giving Fn 
Immersion.-Teachers the right, over n 
bers of the public, in having their chil 
pla~ed in immersion classes. 
6,Other demands and benefits, 
~;: ~;~; per year for each of the two years. 
~;~;~:' 4, continuing duty free lunchhour for teachers. 




DISTRICT IS PREPARED TO 
-'"'~OTIATE A REALISTIC 
IREEMENT, FAIR TO 
ERS AND RESPONSIBLE 
TO TAXPAYERS. 
m ' [ 
"on the table" prior 
• to  bargaining 
me giving teachers up to six;days 
le •with pay in any one year for family 
i 
. , . . • ,•  . • . . .  
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l" "l Down :the road:  : .  , i ,  : ,::--, 
In reading the Delcan report, a c0nsultant's:study :1 i f" . , :  : : '  ::i~ \ ~  
commissioned by the provincml government toanalyze /~  i .I ~ ,~^i ,~ ~ : ~- I I  [ 
B.C.'s transPortauon needs to the end 0f:thecentury., ] ~ :  ~J~fi~,~Ul:p~u . ~::lib I I 
one has to wonder whether the taxpayers got their .[ [01 A~0~0~[~. , . , -  l ~ J  
money's worth from thts exercise. ' ]"ill::iii: : : " l |1  
The study comes !n 18 volumes, with .Volume 9 being | ~ ~ ~  I ] 
devoted to examining the North Coast Development I l ~  ~ \[ ~=~"~.~ 
Region. It would seem that there was arealopportunity | I~"  i,i.~).\\ ° ~f_~tl~TL. 
here to address the hard core issues o f  moving peopte | ~? \  .~ ~:_~~ . . '~ 
and goodssafely around this region, but the opportunity [ IgF ~ ~ ~E '~ " 
was v~rtually lost. A largesecfion of the report analyzes ":~ : ' ~-~,~ :~~ 
the marine ferry system and port development, but the. " ~r [  " "  " l~  
inland areas, par.t.ic.ularlyTerrace, are gwen short.shrift. ~.  ~/~/~}.~' • " ]/-~_ 
The Terrace-Kmmat airport, on be.half of which the : : :  i _J o ( ' \  ~ (~ 
Chamber of Commerce, City and Regional D~stnct have .pl['~][~[ <k~'  ~ o 
d lon and hard, ~s dismissed wtth the assertion ~]~TIVY ~.~ T~ l obb  e g . . . . . .  . , .  . .  . . . , .  IV.tI'/r~' ~a~i l~A~2 . l l l ~ =  
that Transport Canada intends to: msta[l a M~cr0wave lill   
Landing System. Sources at the mrport tell.us tha t. me ~.  ~ : • _i- a, . -[ 
Terrace MLS ~s about 20 years away on Transport .~  ~ ~[~(h .  l 
Canada's agenda. • . . " ~ ] [~\ \  ~]~.~ . / 
The single recommendation under the rad section ~.  ~..x~,~,, na~-~ m~. 
suggests that the Kitimat subdivision line be upgraded. 
No mention of improvements to VIA Rail's abysmal 
, passenger service schedule or connections to the lower 
mainland. 
The report notes that.theTerrace segment of High- 
way 16 has the worst congestion and highest accident 
rate anywhere inthe-region. The.recommendation is that 
it be changed. How? Well, ,no ideas there.Throughout 
the report the road between Terrace and Kitimat is 
referred to as Highway 25... has anyone from Delcan 
• ~ " . / r  
~: '.-- " .; . :: ' , :~.. ';: i i~: 
" " " I 
t 
strike me funny when Rainer 
suggested "columnist" would 
be an impressive addition to his 
resume --  what did he do 
before? Hangman? Cattle 
rustler? Municipal politician? 
... you get my drift. 
• Actu~y, Rainer has a better 
past than that--  he was one of 
the leaders in getting Northwest 
Community College's mobile- 
computer centre off the 
ground, and has offered good 
advice tO a number of regional 
businesses on the intricacies of 
•:./>11 iiiiiii: 




• • . . 
Perspectives 
by Bob Jackmen .... 
be in demand. Marginal actually been up here? 
Indications are that the study's findings, such as they, A belated welcometo Rainer 
• • , ~ Giannelia, whose computer col- 
are, will be referred-, to the Development--Region s, 
transportation task force for recommendations. Here's UmnalongappearSin theseapages.little furtherit did 
another opportunity: to demonstrate that the develop- 
ment region system can do something besides trike 
committees. 
ANOTHER THEORY SHOT 
We've had it pointed out that our "paranoid theory" 
regarding the labor dispute in local schools that the 
district is accumulating money from unpaid wages --  
has a single but very signi'ficant flaw: the unpaid wages 
are witheld fr0mthedistrict by.the Ministry of Educa- 
tion, so the district gains-nothing. 
.What a relief, r ~ " " " 
• : : j  . . . 
• ' " Lotus i-2-3, dBase, DOS and 
__ . . .  ~ -: • . ,:, " : . , , : -~  i;~::'- i :  i:': i-: other computer applications. 
~'91~~ * ' ' A Raineris now on his 18th day 
Terrace Revzew as a private consultant and lookmg forward to the day, 
.... hopefully not too far in the 
future, when his income ex- 
ceeds his expenses. Good lucks 
~Second-c lass  mall 
registration No. 8896. 
All material appearing in. the Terrace Review Is 
protected under Canadian copyright Reglstrl. 
tlon No. 362775 end cannot leOally I) e r_e.pro:_ 
duced for any reason without perllllSSlOn o; ~ne 
publisher. 
,.... ,nd . . , - -  ,. 
on the condition that  In me e 
typogrsphlcal error, that portion of the advertls. 
. , . : : -  : . .  ,,o ~,m=c. ,p*ed b .~.~: , , .~ , " .L~. , ,~ .  
not be ©hargeo tar, out lnu omim,)~u v . . . -  - -  
tlsemsnt will be paid for at the ipplicable rite. 
Advertisers must assume responsibility for er- 
rors in any classified ad whloh is supplied to the 
Terrace Review in handwritten form. 
In romp ante with the B.C. Human Rights Act, 
no advertisement w|l  be published which 
discriminates against a person due to age, race, 
rellglon, color, sex, natlonallty, ancestry or place 
of Orlgln. 




• The transition from 
employee to entrepreneur, if 
you have the mind-set for:it, is 
extremdy rewarding. Though 
fraught with perils .(mainly hav- 
ing to do with your next meal 
and the mortgage), the advan- 
tages include independence, 
freedom to improvise and im- 
plement change quickly, and 
instant feedback on your suc- 
cesses (and failures). 
The union decertifications in 
the wake of the province's 
privatization of highways 
maintenance appear to be the 
direct result of the employee-to- 
entrepreneur transition. As 
owner/shareholders, former 
employees no longer seem to 
feel the need for union protec- 
tion from the boss, because , 
th~ are the boss. Could Big 
Labour)s campaign against prl. 
Established MaY 1, 1985 
The Terraoe Review is published 
each Wednesday by 








' -. .... MarJ Twyford 
, :i,,,,~Advertlslng Consultant: 










vatization have stemmed from 
exactly this fear'/That without 
bad manitgement the need for 
unions disappears? I know 
I l l  , 
One year eubserlptlens:. 
In Canada $24.00 
Out of canada $50.00" 
Seniors in Terrace and District $12.00 
Seniors out of Tiffsoe and Dlstriot $15.00 
" ° '  .,o.t,oo o,. w..n . , , - - .  
: " i~ , [~, ,  ~On;~ the "rioht t u condense and edit letters, opinions 
• ~i~s~t~:l  ;;'erie; necessarily those o! th e 
many dedicated union members 
who are less than happy with 
the extra political and 
philosophical baggage they 
have to accept as the price of 
protection against he, boss. 
In light of the Kitimat and 
Terrace teachers' trikes, might 
privatization solve some of the 
problems that seem to plague 
our educational system'/. 
Teaching has always been a no- 
ble profession. But over the 
years, various factors have 
combined to tarnish the image 
of teacher as professional, 
while doctors, engineers and 
others have retained their mys- 
tique. Problems within the 
system allow kids to graduate 
without being able to spell the 
name of the street hey live on. 
Columnists end sentences with 
prepositions, up with which 
people didn't used to put. In- 
dustry complains that young 
people entering the work • force 
lack basic skills in.:reading,i S- 
writing and math. . 
Visualize a privatized educa- 
tion system. Much like in our 
present health care system, 
groups of teachers could set up 
clinics, some as general practi- 
tioners, with a few specialists 
thrown in. People could choose 
their teacher, much as they 
now choose a family doctor. 
Courses you couldn't ake at 
the clinic might require atten- 
dance at a school (compare 
hospital). If you didn't like the 
quality or quantity of your 
..child's education, you could 
~eek a second opinion, or 
change teachers (doctors). 
Specialists in teaching the 
gifted or the challenged would 
. ~ . )  v 
teachers in a competitive en- 
vir0nment would probably ex- 
perience more pressure from 
their peers, especially if the 
reputation of the clinic (and 
their potential incomes) were 
jeopardized: Those few who 
are more interested in teaching 
students what to think rather 
than how to think might find 
themselves following a different 
career path more suited to their 
interests. And, as it should be', 
a teacher who could teach 
would be in greater demand 
than a teacher with several 
degrees who can't necessarily 
pass his knowledge on to 
students. 
The popularity of private . 
schools stems at least partly 
from a perception by some 
parents that their children 
receive a better education, or a 
more Christian education, or 
whatever, than they would in 
the public school system. 
Privatized elivery of educa- 
tion, by widening the fields of 
choice open to all parents and 
bY~iai_ ring,teacher s more self- • 
deternunatton, zs an optton 
worth exploring. 
• The Kinsmen Mothers" 
March Will be going on from 
now to January 30th, Money 
raised supports the severely 
handicapped and the Kinsmen 
Rehabilitation Foundation in 
Vancouver. Kinsmen have 
helped build ramps, provided 
wheelchairs and automatic page 
turners, and pay for travel and 
accommodation for those who 
really need help and a high 
percentage of their collections 
come back to Terrace. This dll, 
Canadian service club deserves, 
your support - give generously 
• (and. tie up your: dog.., please l), : ~:. : : 
! 
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Stri ke :etiquette 
Commentary  - -  b, Stephanle Wleb. , 
l " " "  " " " •"  '• 
, , r _  • 1986re ferendum 
ao , . ,  
::,,. No. It's nice'to:have a 
:lay where you can shop 
w i thout  f ight ing  the 
=row ds or waiting Inlong 
Iineups. 
.• , , . . , :  
• • . • ' ,  . 
! . ;  
'i} 
/ ,  
, .,,[, 
i'•i!'iiiiiii•!,• ,.  ' .... Betty Reynolds 
!i~i~/:,~:,:~ The referendum should 
!i!;i/i, have covered a wider 
:f,i~, i/el:ca. ~,Times are changing 
(: ~::and I think people have to 
:, ~:: adjust accordingly. 





(from Nasa Camp) 
Yes, I do, since they 
voted and the vote was to 
stay closed. 
.i ~.: .... 
When the subject of striking 
teachers arises, some people 
• ., :!~ • become• quite militant and 
• / !  ' begin a harsh tirade against he 
,~." " :,:l ~profession and.unions in , 
: i ~ ~ : : : !  general. Some people begin'a 
• " • harsh tirade defending the pro- 
, , : '  
Reno LeBlan¢ 
I do believe so - -  for 
,sum[ That's why we're 
• shopping • in': the ' Co-op 
now. 
T ::.:i" 
. . ' - 
fession and unions in general. 
• I 'm just a "fence-sitter" and 
I,m proud of it. Frankly, I
':don't believe that .one can 
judge another's behavior until 
one has "walked a mile in their 
shoes", something l'd rather 
not do in this weather. But I'm 
a bitjealous --  if I went on 
strike, would anybody notice? 
With the recent Terrace 
teacher's strike, many pro- 
found questions arise concern-. 
ing the professional educator's 
conduct. For example, is there 
a certain etiquette for picketing 
teachers? EnVy Post does not 
confront his situation, so how 
are we to know the proper con- 
duct to watch for? 
For example, if you're a 
picketing teacher, pacing in 
front of your school in the cold 
January air, with two hours 
left of your picketing shift, and 
suddenly nature is calling your 
name, what can you do? You 
can't cross the picket line, and 
use the public school's warm 
convenient facilities. Are you 
allowed a temporary leave of 
• absence to rush home for 
relief? Do they discuss a stan- 
d~d procedure for this dilem- 
~"hii~ :/if'dhio~i fii~ettngs?='~ .:" ' 
And what about the 
passersby.? If a striking teacher 
• is asked, "Pardon me, do you 
• have the time?", can that 
teacher simply consult his/her 
• watch and respond normally, 
or would that reply be con- 
strued as "teaching"? 
Webster's dictionary defines 
teaching as "to cause to 
know", so it appears that the 
teacher would be forced to 
make a difficult political deci- 
sion. And are you allowed to 
be seen laughing and joking 
while on the picket line? Or 
must you maintain a serious, 
sober expression t ° appear 
more professional? I •know I
would•have trouble with that 
one. If I was told that I must 
appear professional t all 
times, the temptation to wear a 
',false nose, moustache and 
glasses" ensemble would be 
overwhelming. And how does 
One dress? Would it be tacky to 
wear a warm fur coat when 
picketing for higher wages? 
I've done my best to objec- 
tively explain the concept 
unions, strikes and negotiations 
to my children, but they only 
seem interested in the actual 
picketers. They expected to see 
angry teachers marching in a 
circle, raising signs high and 
chanting "Hell no, we won't 
gel" Evidently, thereal thing 
was quite disappointing. 
It's comforting to know that 
preschool teachers have never 
"walked out". Evidently 
everyone knows that preschool 
is sacred ground, and preschool 
teachers are considered "essen- 
tial services". Anyone who can 
tolerate twenty-two chattering 3 
and 4-year-olds for more than 
two hours is considered a saint. 
And saints don't strike, they 
simply become institutionai- 
' i zed : ' :  ~ ' -" ~ ~ "~ . . . .  ~ ~ ' : 
Meanwhile, what's haPpen- 
ing to all the money being 
saved by not paying teachers' 
wages during a strike? Are tax- 
payers going to get a refund? 
The teachers are taxpayers, 
too. Why does that confuse 
me? 





Yes, absolutelyl I 'm 
really mad about it. Isn't a 
democracy supposed to 
• be i for people Instead of 
corporat ions  
money? 
mak ing  
Letter to the Editor 
Thanks from Minor Hockey 
To the Editor; • 
The Atom Friendship Christ- 
mas Tournament Committee 
would like to thank all the busi- y 
nesses for their donations to this 
tournament. 
This was a friendship tourna- 
ment and the boys enjoyed many 
hours of fun playing hockey 
with kids • from other com- 
munities. The support of local 
businesses, parents and 
volunteers is greatly ap- 
preciated. 
Ellen Smith, 
Terrace Minor Hockey. 
Yes, there is life after logging 
• flushed out a variety of opposi- 
tion to this nefarious scheme for 
people to actually enjoy a small 
portion of our wilderness. There 
,. To"the Editor;' 
Another environmental land 
use issue has  reared its ugly head 
in , the Northwest recently. The 
Kitimat cross-country-ski club 
. has had a consultant locate a 
are a couple of hobby trappers 
who have been trapping in this 
area for some years. They have 
expressed a concern that a 
winter influx' of skiers might 
somehow be detrimental totheir 
~network of trails and accom- own pastime and they would 
"m0dations ina forested area just prefer the skiers to stay home or 
go someplace lse and bother 
some other trapper. 
Then there was a concern 
about a nearby moose wintering 
aiea, where the moose might be 
put off by sklen swishing by 
• south of Lakelse Lake, between 
'Terrace and Kitimat. While it 
would seem that cross-country 
skl|ng would be ideally compati- 
ble With wilderness preservation, 
/~/i~if~nt pdbiic ~meetlng has 
near their winter domain. There 
was also an attempt o show a 
detrimental effect on salmon 
spawning in some of the area 
streams, but it turned out to be a 
little difficult to show how a 
skier on top of the sno wPack 
could adversely effect salmon 
spawn deep under the snow and 
ice. There is also some concern 
about forestry values, although 
impacts • on forestry values 
would be minimal as ski' trails 
just don't takeup much room. 
• What  makes this little con- 
troversy so interesting, .is .the 
fact that the" aret  that is now so 
hotly being contested by recrea. 
tionists, fur trappers, wildlife 
and forestry managers was total- 
ly and thoroughly clearcut by 
loggers in the early 1970's. So 
much for the myth that is so per- 
sistently being spread in the 
media by so-called environ- 
mentaiists whenever one of the 
• frequent logging versus preser- 
vation issues arises. The myth 
that logging leaves a permanent 
moonscape, unsuitable for man, 
beast, fish, fowl or forest. It 
might be a very valuable xercise 
for some of these moonscape 
prophets to tear themselves 
away from their alarmist soa p - 
boxes and go look at these areas 
a few years after hardworking 
loggers and Sawmillers trans- 
• formed the riches of the forests 
into livelihood and prosperity 
for our people. 
Yes, my environmental 
friends, there 'is life after log. 
ging. There is living proof all 
around us in the Northwest that 
our mountain ramparts are not 
some fragile orchid grove, but a 
dynamic forest garden that will, 
with the careful tending it now 
receives, provide us with uur 
basic needs as well as wildlife 
and recreation for generations. 
Pete Weeber, 
New Hazelton, B,C, 
k 
/ 
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-~Editor s note: Due tt 
,cetved Over ihe past Weel 
:~:!between the School Dist~ 
>iTerrace District Teachers" Association, ,we have set aside 
-an:extra.editorial page to,publish all letters received on: 
the subject. Readers should be aware that the opinions 
expressed are not necessarily, those o f  the Terrace 
Review. .: 
Readers should also note that-most qf i(hese letters 
were received prior to the latest round ~qfinegotiations " 
• and some of the information may have changed in the 
intervening period. 
Caring 
period, it would take 18e/0 now 
to just stay '.'level". Teachers 
are asking for 9% for each of 
To.~e.Editor; - 
),.- Whether Or not it was inten- 
tional, Joan Cox's-letter to the 
editor. (Jan. II) indicated that 
• theteachers in School District 
#88 who yoted for a strike 
(93.5%) do not. care about stu- 
• d e n t s .  
A couple of years ago, a 
• Working and Learning Condi- 
-~tionsSurvey indicated that. the " 
average • working . time for 
teachers in this district was 52.8 
hodrs per week~ Thisisa far cry 
• from .~e 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
instruction-only .hours (30 
hours)~that many members .of 
the public feel that teachers ex- 
dusively perform. Do the strik- 
ing teachers in this district who, 
on the whole, put in many hours 
of extra, volunteer time, do so 
because they do not care about 
children?' " " 
I, one of the strikers, would 
be willing to challenge Joan Cox  
with regard to my personal con- 
cern for!children, .I would be 
willing!~o-.weigh, my, extra- 
:C~ular~ time wzth. students 
against hers. Sometimes, I pray 
for work weeks that only total 
5Z8 hours of working time. I 
also kn0w that my wife, who is a 
striking English teacher, would 
be far less stressful if she didn't 
spend 7:30 to 1:00 marking 
papers nearly eve~ night. 
Of course, there are those who 
will say we are on strike for our 
own self-interest. Yes, such 
items as class sIz~limits, ade- 
quate preparation time, a •voice 
in deciding policies and pro- 
grams (to name a few), do affect 
.the working conditions of the 
teacher, but they also affect the 
learning conditions of the stu- 
dent. 
Parents raising their children 
could also be criticized for striv- 
ing for certain standards that 
would serve their own self- 
interest as well as their 
ch i ldren's .  Furthermore,  
parents, like teachers, could be 
criticized for depriving their 
children in the short term in 
order to allow for a better 10ng 
term future. 
Personally, I am involved in a 
major drama project dealing 
with alcohol and teenagers that 
~is now in serious jeopardy. 
However, l coach students to 
play for the future and not to 
live only for today. I must also 
be concerned about the drama 
,./students next year and the years 
:~ after that, 
)~ ..... l ,m certain that there are 
~ ~any who feel that teachers are 
! g r~y,  selfish individuals who 
want to starve financially the 





' . . - , . .  
RI K E I, MA . 
• inexperienced teachers.who were. 
not very well informed about 
working and learning condi- 
tions, The educational recession 
resulted in many more informed 
teachers staying in Terrace 
because therewere not jobs else- 
where. (This situation is  just  
• now beginning to change). To 
summarize: then is not now. 
You also state: "Each new 
strike, seems to be called for 
small and less important issues 
than those nearer to the be- 
ginning of the labour move- 
ment." Wherehave you been? 
Don't you know that we are 
negotiating, starting from 
scratch? All 120 items in our 
past contract have had to be re- 
negotiated. We are essentially in
the.-same situation-as the be- 
ginning of the struggle for basic 
rights. Are SUl~ervision free• 
lunch times, fair processes" for 
dismissal and discipline, and.. 
hours of the work day'andthe 
work year (to name only-a .few 
.of the items to be negotiated) 
"small and less important 
issues'.'? ' - • 
You also suggest hat we are 
pawns of the •BCTF. Again, 
where .have you been7 In every" 
TDTA meeting I have ever been 
to (and I have been to many), 
the teachers' behaviors are in- 
tensely individualistic. They  
have never been easily swayed by 
the BCTF  or even by.their own 
executive. 
You also mention: " I 'm sure 
that if we were still an as.s~a- 
tion with a voluntary executive, 
we could hire a good negotiator 
for less • than half-of what the 
local union members are paying 
out right now." Firstly, out of a 
total executive of about 20, only 
the president's position isn't 
voluntary. Secondly, in my 
opinion, when education •and 
employer/employee relations get 
dumped into .the hands of 
negotiators, the education sys- 
tem is really in trouble. 
I only hope that sometime in 
the future trustees, adminis- 
trators, and teachers can become 
true partners in the workplace 
and not such distant com- 
municators. 
In closing, I feel terrible being 
on strike. My record as  the 
Skeena School Theatre Arts 
teacher hopefully indicates that. 
I do care about students. Fur- 
ther more, I believe that given 
the time that most teachers in 
,4  , ,  this district spend educating 
outside the classroom, they care 
a great deal about heir students, 
too. 
• - Brian Koven, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Win-win 
the next wo years. Sure, there is 
a cost •factor, Sure, Victoria • is 
• .smiling while trustees, and'  
teachers fight amongst 
themselves. Nonetheless, I
.believe We need to attract new, 
talented, people into the profes- 
sion. Why are so few graduates 
entering teacher training in the 
universities? If teachers are truly 
doing so well, why isn't there a 
rush •to enter the Education 
faculties? Why is teaching, in in- 
dependent research, ju.dged• to 
the third most stressful occupa- 
tion, next to doctors and air 
traffic controllers? No one 
.wants to pay-more if they can 
.avoid it ~ including me, but, 
in my exl~erience,•seldom  you 
get something worthwhile unless, 
you are willingt0 pay'for it. 
Moreover, With' regard to the 
financial question, how long can 
we continue to press the school 
to handle an ever-increasing list 
of present academic and social 
problems and resist paying for 
the services? Society will end up 
paying for the cost in other, less 
constructive ways. 
Yes, it would be nice, Joan, to 
have a conciliatory approach to 
negotiations, but did you also 
tell that to the highly-paid 
negotiator/lawyer working for 
the School Board? Everyone 
knows the history of certain 
lawyers and court cases that 
drag on seemingly forever. How 
long would you be willing to 
work on our negotiation tea& 
dealing with a lawyer who may 
be in no hurry to settle a con- 
tract? 
I believe strongly in concilia- 
tion and worked with a former 
trustee, Danny Sheridan, on 
devising an agreement hat 
would establ ish a jo int  
Trustee/Teacher Committee. ~
Such a committee would' meet 
regularly to vent concerns like 
steam from a kettle before the 
pressure got too intense. Also, it 
would work to promote the 
many positive activities that oc- 
cur in our schoOls, Such a joint 
effort could be powerful. 
However,  due to the 
employer/employee climate at 
that time, which led to an 
instruction-only campaign, the 
idea faded into oblivion. We 
need to develop trust and a shar- 
ing of decision-making before 
both parties can become con- 
ciliatory. 
Joan, you write that before 
1981 the teachers in this district 
didn't seem to be suffering, and 
you seem to wonder why the 
teachers are so vocal nowl First- 
ly, you forgot to mention that 
before 1981, there were not 
severe cutbacks in financing 
education. Secondly, prior to 
1981, the teacher turnover ate 
in this district was very high, and 
• many . o f  the teachers were ftew, 
To the Editor; 
As parents of school age chil- 
dren, as taxpayers and as voting 
citizens, we are writing to ex- 
press our concern over the pres- 
ent teachers' trike which caus~ 
the schools to be closed and all 
extracurricular activities to be 
cancelled, 
There is an apparent lack of 
commitment to solving the im- 
passei Various excuses are pre-. 
sented to rationalize delays, for 
example, the strike v0te,no t be~ 
• . : -  
. , . . . . .  : .. : - . . . ] , ' . . _  - . . -  
ing IRC approVed;: or the': need" • continues to,decline~ relative tO '~--~,.- :-~-.: 
for an outside negotiator who is other areas.. • •- 
only available at certain.times/: This board, must lget/more -- 
' " " ' " W • " • It is time to. stop delayingl - . realistic :in sts., atUtude, to. ard " ' 
_Teachers know the Conditions c0ntractbargai-~fing) and. if that ... 
of the classroom and we (the 
public and members of the 
School Board) count on them to  
provide a high.qualityl of educa- 
tion to our students. YOuth are 
our future. The School Board 
must listen receptively to these 
professionals •when they su .ggest 
improvements o their working 
• conditions.... • " • . 
It is time to swallow pride," to. 
drop defences, and to adopt.the 
ideas of. "principled negotia- 
tion" wherea  win-win solution 
meansdigging a little,deeper into 
.its pockets, so be it.. : . :- " " 
.,.- Bruce Bingham, 
Terrace,:B,C. :,. : 
" Dela'"- • 
• - l 
,To the Editor;. 
• I am dismayed 
the  judgment. Of- the> scho61 - - 
• Board in  its decision to delay. - 
•bargaining aslong as it did, Tlie 
imagined moral-high road  eX- 
is perceived to be: possible. :We pounded by Trustee Cooper is  .... " 
urge the members of the School an, extraordinarily., :expensive 
Board tO approach the bargain- " lesson and for the most part ir- " 
ing table assun~ng that .the - relevant o-a. public moreoc- 
cupied .with the practical :con- teachers' requests are based on . . . . .  
-- . cerns of.their:,children's, .edu~-: • - " 
genuine concerns. : " " tion. . ' .... " 
~-We instruct our elected rep- . ,.. , - : . - _ 
resentatives to consider:sett!e: :..,:t:a°:n°t:mean:!.° sug.gea.ttlm.t • : '" 
tn (~ 140arO OI TruSteeS snou lo  en  
ment0f  this contrac(t0be¢)f ut-.. . . . .  " - " - " 
c0urage.felonious behavior. I do  
'shggest,. ~h0we.ver.; . that.'the 
most importance, and to, avoid 
any further delays. . 
Mary Bowering, 
Debbie Bo~e,  
candice;Kerman, 
., ".";.i: i Lc iaZ imer ,  
Terrace, B.C." 
De/a vu : 
To theEditor: 
Last week's public meeting Of 
the Board Of Trustees of District 
Board's delay, has less to do with 
moral offense and more to  do 
with• political tactics where 
ultimate effect is to make. our 
children the losers. The IRC's 
rul ing probably has less 
significance.than a minor.traffic 
infraction. The Board should get 
to:the table, :get .an~honourable 
agreement, and get this District 
back to business.,: • . 
"~ ,Jim Lamb,  
' Terrace, B.C. 
deja:vu. 1981's personnel B 
debacle has repeated itself:with ' | 
the dubious efforts of this year's .... 
Board to bargain efficiently:an To the Editor; 
equitable agreement with its It:iswith great restraint that 
teaching employees. 
If serious, sincere efforts are 
not made to settle this dis- 
agreement soon, the public can 
look forward to even greater tur- 
nover of teaching staff in the 
district, as .experienced and 
capable teachers look elsewhere 
for the employment of their pro- 
fessional skills. 
With all the human and 
natural attractions that this 
community has to offer, it is un- 
fortunate that its school 
management policies remain a 
iblight o drive staff awaY rather 
than to attract and keep the best. 
AI Lehmann, 
Terrace, B.C. 
one has watched the combina- 
tion o f  foot-dragging ancl 
power-plays that have 
characterized negotiations be- 
tween our local School Board 
and its teachers. When one sees 
a community in a state of, an- 
noyance and despair, however, 
it is difficult o remain~silent. 
Despair is reflected in what 
people are sayingas they at- 
tempt to assess when our chil- 
dren will once again be receiving 
the • education that we are all 
paying so expensively for. Peo- 
ple are angrily talking about the 
"polar izat ion" and "non- 
communication" which exists 
between the Board and teacher 
representatives; and about the 
"pursed lips" reflecting en- 
trenched attitudes. These seem 
to promise little hope of a quick 
resolution to the present ira. 
passe. 
Historically, there are many 
reasons for the polarization be- 
tween boards and  teachers. 
Some of these reasons can be 
found in the traditional tensions 
that exist between management 
and labour; and in the Pro- 
vincial School Finance system 
that often pits board against 
teacher..That system, with its 
pre-determined, working condi- 
tions and salary guidelines, 
frustrates trustees who, under. 
standably, are anxious to avoid 
imposing an additional tax on 
their communities by exceeding 
the guidelines. 
All of this aside, we have here 
a situation that could perhaps 
continued on page 7 
Recruiting 
T6' the Editor; 
The Board of Trustees of 
District #88 ,are continuing the 
tradition of our provincial gov- 
ernment's attitude toward public 
services - -  squeeze the 
employees for as much work, 
voluntary or otherwise, as can 
be gotten, and pay as little as 
possible for it . . . . .  
When hiring piofeisional em- 
ployees for such an important 
task as the. custody and instruc- 
tion of our children, surely it is 
incumbent upon the Board to 
seek the best and to willingly pay 
well for it, Peanut prizes inspire 
monkey contestants. This corn- 
munity will not retain many of 
the highly qualified teachers it 
has nor will it find it easy to at- 
tract new ones as the pay scale 
• . . . 
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• ' .have :been.. avoided... A~,~leasti :managemeht righis.:"SUrely;: 
: :negot!ations should have been there isameeting point,for these- 
. " ~.further,iialong: Trustees, ..school two sets~,of: needst.The accep-. 
board administrat ion,  and tance and formation of such a 
• teachers, knew. since the passage committee would be an  impor- 
Of Bill 20 a year ago last.spring, 'tant first step:towards building a 
that a new collective agreement partnership dialogue between 
had,to be negotiated .as: a result 
o f  Bill 20. Thatbill legally gave 
teachers the optionto ~nionize. 
A.'.'first contract" was to be 
negotiated. 
• This was. a time to recognize: 
equality of bargaining power be- 
tween management and labour. 
_.It was a time to observe that 
even if the ensuing contract 
.would. be :.a "first" contract 
reflecting the reality of Bill 20, 
therealready existed a:contract ~
containing salary and working 
conditions, sureties for both 
sides. 
The new contract negotiations 
were not to be approached as an 
opportunity-to diminish what 
teachers had already secured in 
previous contracts; nor as an op-: 
portunity for teachers to reach 
for the ceiling. 
our board and "its teachers. 
The time is now to creatively 
find a way to let our children.get 
oA:with their education. The on, 
ly education they are getting by 
this conflict is how not to suc- 
.ceed in human relations. Ul- 
timately, therewill .be no win-. 
ners,but our children are losing 
out. 
I suggest that our-district 
School'Board attempt.toput an 
end to the teachers' trike by of- 
fering parity with other districts 
that have settled. .... 
• Francis Sabine, 
. Terrace, B.C., 
Respect 
Both positions Tothe F, ditor; Government raises gasoline tax 
would be unrealistic and lead to 
confrontation, Contract changes 
either, side required would have 
to be negotiated. 
The present impasse occurred 
because the TDTA did not want 
to be the first teachers' union to 
accept conditions inferior to 
what other teachers' ..unions 
would negotiate. The~<Terrace 
School Board did not" want to 
"give awaythe store". : .... 
Since the .care-taker attitude 
of:the Board prevented them 
from being, creative in these 
negotiations., there is nolonger 
any reason to allow the stike to 
continue. Unless there is an 
ulterior motive different from 
their job  of pro~,iding an effi- 
cient a~d effective education, 
the Board can now offer the 
TDTA parity with teachers who 
have settled with their Board. 
Certainly teachers inthis district 
will accept no less. I.t would be 
unrealistic to expect hem to. 
An important part of any 
agreement coming from such an 
offer would be a letter of agree- 
ment signed by both parties that 
a committee would be struck 
with a participant or par- 
ticipants from the community, 
the board'and the teachers. This 
committee would examine .and 
return recommendations  cer- 
tain educational-philosophicai- 
monetary issues such as class 
sizes, management rights and 
teacher rights. 
Since Bill 20 has changed the 
collegial relationship in school 
administration: teachers, fairly, 
are demanding some profes- 
sional say in what happens in the 
schools. Rightly, too, the school 
board is concerned about 
January 15 t5'3i 
- l l f l A I I O P  S l lV l l= l  
The Terrace.School Board has Effective Jan. 1 the provincial 
: made a major mistake in hiring a tax rates on motor fuels went up 
Vancouver lawyer to conduct again. 
negotiatioils with the teachers. 
Not only has this resulted in The tax rates are reviewed 
into lerable delay, over-quarter ly  by the Ministry of 
legalization of proceedings, ex- Finance and Corporate Rela- 
pense to the taxpayers, and no 
contract, therefore a strike; it 
has also isolated ~ the ::trustees 
from the teachers, an'~'d from 
• what is going on in the 
classroom. 
TruStees eem to be unaware 
o f ,  '~r unsympa~thetic to, 
decision-making, and to be 
respected as professionals, Yet 
this is exactly what is being 
pointed out all over North 
America, as educators and 
politicians face the need for bet- 
ter and more qualified teachers 
for the 'echo boom' of students 
in the 21st century. To attract 
better candidates tothe teaching 
profession, there must be not 
only better salaries, but also bet- 
ter working conditions, shared 
responsibility, respect. 
Trustees should remember 
that they are publicly elected of- 
ficials, responsible tothe people 
who elected them, not to the 
superintendent, the secretary- 
treasurer, the B.C, SChool 
Trustees Association, or Van- 
couver law firms. They are 
responsible .to the people;, and 
the people, I-believe, want them 
to negotiate seriously now, 18 
hours a day if necessary, and 
give the teachers a fair settle- 
ment that includes recognition 
of their professional uthority. 
I f  the present negotiating 
committee Can't do the job, then 
Val Napoleon should replace 
them with the best team she can 
put together that can do the job, 
including herself. 
And let's forget his non-issue 
of the Board's 'right to 
manage'. This attitude, that sees 
administrators as 'bosses' and 
teachers as employees taking 
orders, may be workable in a 
factory, but it has no place in 
education. Trying to enforce 
such a notion will just result in 
endless tress and confrontation. 
Teachers can't teach effectively, 
nor can students learn, in an at- 
mosphere of fear. 
Oeorp Stanley, 
: Terrace, B.C. 
tions. Indexing formulas for the tion, locomotive and marked 
tax rates are based on the gaso- fuels, marine diesel, and marked 
line component of. the Van- 
couverConsumer Price Index. 
Unleaded gasoline, leaded 
gasoline and diesel fuel have all 
gone up .83 cents per liter. Avia- 
J l "  ""  
propane, and butane all went up 
.26 cents per liter. 
• Marine bunker fuel and natu- 
ral gas remain unchanged. 
* ¢ ;  . 
. , [~  t (  
The Da /. 
The Romance. 
The Music. 
Help us determine the Top 59 Love Songs of all-time 
and you could win* a Valentine's night for two at 
fabulous Mount Layton Hotsprings Resort; Dinner for 
two at the Bavarian Inn (value: $100.00); Flowers 
and Chocolates from Central Flowers and Gifts. 
How? It's simple. 
Drop by any store displaying an official "Valentine 
Lover:' poster and pick up an entry form. 
Drop off your entry to our studios or, mall it to: 
"Valentine Lover" 
C/O 4625 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG lS4 
Entry deadline is Friday, January 27, 1989. 
*Major prizes awarded Friday, February 10, 1989 
Then, be sure to tune in9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on the 
most romantic day of the year, Tuesday, February 
]4th, for the Top 59 Love Songs of all-time. Each 
hour we'll present dedications, share traditional 
tales with you as well as award prizes of Quality 
Records "Today's Most Requested Love Songs" on 
Casseffe and Compact Disc. "Valentine Lover" - 
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Yock Hing Chow (center foreground) celebrated his 100th birthday with friends and special 
guests at Terracevlew Lodge last week. A 36.year resident in the area, Chow is rein embered 
as a man with a good sense of humor by many local car owners as well as fishermen who 
once lined the Skeena.. 
El'" 
open ski trail 
Cross-country skiers in Terrace have begUn:using a 
new two-and-a-half kilometer trail at theSkeena Va!leyl 
Golf and Country Club. " . . . .  ' , r " 
Under. an agreement between p" t ' : 
the. golf club and Sundance Ski H a U man 
and Sports store, the trail runs 
aJa .approx imate  course  ' a round rink takes 
the perimeter of •the club 
"grounds. 
and at.the,,o , . , ,0 , , - , , . ,  
i . . ,  
I 
, .  . . ,  
,oa n to rling the ninth hole tee-off. Part ~ of C U 
the trail leads through cleared 
areas beside the fairways, playdowns 
Sk iers  will be able to use the Recreational activities dudng the ,School District 881teachers' dispute have kept many ' : 
golf club's kitchen facilities, . . . .  youngSters.busy, bbove, minor hockey has provided one outlet, but the Terrace Parks and  
where they'll also pay an admis- Prince Rupert's Darryl  Recreation Department has also scheduled several addit ional  programs. Swimming, 
sion for use of the course. Hauptman put together a record skating and scrub hockey provide productive activities with rates ranging between 90 cents , 
Plans call for openings, on of five wins against one loss to for children andS1.20 for students..Phone thereereation department at 638.1174 for more 
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. capture the 10-team men's Information. ':~ ..... 
during daylight hours. Fees are District Six curling playdowns at !.,if J:. ~:! ~. 
daily, with those 15 and over the Terrace Curling Club on - - __  --; ;"~':'."!~"- " 
paying $3, juniors eight to 14 Jan. 7 weekend, ski ,h,,.... 
plus seniors over 65 willpay$ma Thedouble-knockoutplayoff, Slots still open mare n 
day. " ,: :/ / 
There's no charge for children " featuring teams from Terrace, 
seven and under. • Prince Rupert, .Smithers and The second annual Bulkiey - -  Jan. 28. you should contact he Smithersl 
Houston, saw Hauptman win Val ley c ross -count ry  ski Volunteer workers have been Chamber of Commerce. You  
Roy Long of Sundance told us 'A'  side by beating Smithers' marathon has more than 50 preparing the 35-kilometer can enter right up 'til race day. 
they'd take a look at early atten- Ken Giles 5-4, downing Rupert's skiers f ined up so far; and course and started track-setting There's categories for all ages 
dance before making plans to Ken McLean .6.4, and  edging organizers expect O hav e more last weekend, of skiers, including the youngest 
continue. Smithers' Rob Brise 6-5. than 200 registered on race day. • If interested in taking part, and oldest . . . .  
"We're  hoping this will H~s opponent in the final was ' : 
devetop~, iu to  someth ing  th~Rbn Townley Hnk0yTer- .  . . . . . . .  
regular," he told us. "Te//ace" race. Townley started with two  .... ~ 
• has never had a large c ross - 'A ' s idewins - -6 -4overSob  The Scores are 
country base before or a track- • • • e • • • 
set area that was always Baase Of Houston and 9-7 over : ,~i. 
Don Palmer of Smithers. '~<.:i!; " • . .  > . .  
operating. It's simply a question In the 'A' semi-final, Towniey TERRACE COMMERCIAL IL~TURDAY [ 0 i~ ,  [ ' ~ "; :~.: ~ : ~ :~ ~ "~ ~I " " 
of whether local skiers want to 'S' Palmer 9, Leroux 7. (eliminated) 
use a permanent track." lost 6-5 to arise. HOCKEY LEAGUE 'ff  Judzentls 8, Kerr 6 (ellmlnaated) .... 
Townley came. back on 'B' Jan. 8 -- Inn of the WestT, Red Army 2 'B' Beam) 8, Giles 6 (eliminated) " - " 
Long was asked why the golf side to eliminateGord Judzentis Jan. 12 -- Skeena Hotel 9, Red Army 8 'A' Brim 6, Townley 5 (semi-final) 
club had changed policy on " 'A' Hauptman 6, McLean 4 (semi.final) . -~ : " 
winter use of the grounds. For of  Terrace 5-4, then whip ~Id'URDAY- 2 p.m. 
years the club had warned slders Hauptman 9-1 in. the 'B' semis. MEN'S ZONE 6 CURLING PLAYDOWN 'B' Baker 8, MoLean 6 (eliminated) , . " -  : .... 
It was an easy IO4 victory, for. SCORES --: JAN.Y, WEEKEND 'B' Sam 7, arise 6 : , • 
and snowmobilersto stay offthe TownleY 0ver-,Baas¢ in the. 'B' ATTERRACE . , 'S' Townley 5, Judzentle 4 (ellmlnated). :~ 
grounds or face trespassing final.. DMelm. TNms 'B' Hauptmmna, Palmer5(ellmlnsted) 
' FR IDAY-  6 pin. ILATURDAY - -  7 p.m . . . . . .  
charges. In the 'A' - 'B' f'mal, Haupt- 'A' Wayne Baker ~MI) 8, Phil Leroux (GMI) 4 'B' Townley 9, Hauptman 1 (seml-flnali 
, "These days the majority of . man.appeared to be coasting to • 
golf clubs in the province have 'A' Rob Brlse (SMI)6, Bruce Kerr (PR) 8 'B' Buse 7, Baker 6 (Nmi.final) 
victory. Going into the ninth end 'A'~ Ron Townley (TER) 6, Bob Baaee (HOUS) 4 SUNDAY -- II a.m. tracks for skiing. As long as . 
notices ~e posted to stay on, the he was up 7:3; FRIDAY-- ~.m p.m. 'A' Hauptman 6, Bdee S (final) 
• ' But Townl~scored two in the 'A' Townlw g, Don Palmer (aMI) 7 'B' Townley 10, Barn 4 (final) /~  .... 
tracks and skiers obey the rules, ' 'A' Ken Mol.ean (PR) 7, Qord Judzentle ffER) 5 SUNDAY - -  I p . m . . ' ~ ' . • /  
then no damage will take place, ninth, Stole two more in the 10th 'A' I~xryl Hauptnum (PR) S, Ken Giles (eMIl 4 Hauptman 10, Tow~ - -! ?, > :', 
,'The only things they really and" set up an extra-ender for the 'A' Bdm 8< Baker 6-. (extra.end ©hamplm .:i:: .!i 
worry about is damage to the title. Hauptman otched, three in. ~,;, ,~~'!~ 
greens. If this happens, they'd overtime to count a 10-7 victory TERRACE MEN'8 RECREATIONAL ~" 
shut .down the venture." and the zone title. HOCKEY LEAGUE 
Long said most bf  the track is Hauptman now, heads for <~,~!~"~;~.-.: 
over roads used by equipment, -Prince George for B.C. interior - . . . .  . . , ,~,ili;~;~!!~ 
vehicles around thecourse. Only men's finals; Several of the ':!!!~i!!'~'.;~~ Standlnp QP W L T QF G, ')'~'' . ~!~; ' ;  
a small partofthe fairways, and teams competing at Terrace are S~a Hotel 18 10' 4 4 104 
none of. the greens are used. expected tO go as, well. They'll North Coast Auto 18 10 7 3 88 ? :.i..>:~:/: , Norm's Auto P,~flnlshlnO 18 ,8  9 1 83 ,1¢ ~,!~>i~.li 
Skiers must have their own try tO win the interior crown by Northern Motor Inn Oklu 18 5 8 5 58 ,~ ~'~;'i!~ 
equipment, or rent it downtown, gaining a back-door berth Inn of the West 18 . 6 9 3;.,. 87,.>. -7 i~ii~ 
For  more information, con- through the bonspiel eading up " Ouum M i'ili;: '-'~' 
tact Dan Rosengren at the golf to the playdown. Jan. 53 Norm'e Auto Refinishing 8, Inn of the West 2 ~Q>. 
. . . . . .  Jan, 8keens Hotel 3, Northern Motor Inn Skies 3 ~:)~:.: 
course, or Roy Long at Sun- . . : ,  . . , : . .  ; -. Jan, ; -- North Coast Auto 4, Inn of the West 3 . ~,~,, 
dance Ski and Sport. . • : • Jan. Northem Motor Inn Okles 4, Norm'e Auto Refinishing ~:~;~>~: i n Jan, 10 -- 8keens Hotel S, Inn of the West 7 ~S/,>< 
L o c a l  b o x e r s  w .., Jan, 12 -- Norm'e Auto Reflnlehlng 6, North Coaet Auto 3 .  , ~,~,,,~, .:.,...=. , 
Several Terrace Boxing Club other Terrace fighter, Jack ie  Sponsored by:.... " .... 
members gained berths for Zone Gill. At complete"personal ized 
,~Vendufingpiaydownsheldat In hit, second.bout of the Braid. _ _ . .  - - ]a~ur~nc~ , I nsurance .Agency ,or .  
Pr ince Rupert  on Jan. 7 night, Losier scored a Unani- Home etifeeFire 
weekend/  mous decision over Jason AgCf lC l~. .~ L ~  eBoaf  eBus iness  
Due to  a lack of competitors, Prevost of Rupert. 
some Terrace fighters wound up These: fightersplus Pat cary- 
in bOUts against,each other, and Marcus Benaldez all earned . . . .  , 
COach :~/LOk  ,said Joey. a trip- to 'the. B.C. Games- at '  Comein  to our off ice at" I Q~~I~, ,~ 1 
Losier. w0na split decision in his Nelson starting Feb. 23" "Cary I 4648. Lakelse Ave. ,  Terrace ""/ I 
bat t le  with i ~.clubmate Carl and Benaldez had no opponents .' " Phone fi38-8581 AUTHORIZED AOE.NTS ,, 
~ L !  .~ep/ i !BeU! i : t  O°k  a at:Rupert, so they automatically : . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
~iifi~Ous:d~s|ofi.~.:~6v.er an.. wona trip:to the Interior, :. .i',i:.;i,~..,,....,.. . ..... -,,;,,~,,~ .... ,~,.,..,,,.~,,,,.~ . . . .  ,~ ,, ............................................................ ] 
..... --.: : . - - . . .  " .Ter race  Rev iew ".Wednesday~ January 18, i989 9 " 
- J makes . .  
- . for  .a : :  I • .-...~:.~s"i!i:i !::-:.,I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Prince.- I ~ ~ ' ':>~;~ " 
" i  :::..~z:ibasketba]]; standings' ;  /- - them a : io~r 'n 'ament : i~t ] -eand-~l -  Ru~x~!Rainmakersare th  only . ; .  ~ • . . .  ::: :.:. 
' :  ' :  : : I t  took :  an. extra:  week  be fore  - star  h0nors  fo r  :Dav id  Hogg Nor thwest -zone . team toever  w in  " " " - 
the:Caledonia team :picked Up '(fxrstteam)andJohnFavelaand  provincial title (in 1964). " , ~::~:. ':i~! :-~/::;;: :}i 
" rec0gni t ion fr0m other BoC, Arnie .X~ll~tier ( second. tearn) , . . '  .Another te~ .-taking a big. " : " " " . . . . . .  :..~d.. 
coaches and earned .a:rhigher The first rankingsin thenew leap isKitsilanoBlue Demons. . i:ii!:::~.::i:i::: 
r~mkingdue to a super perfor- year recognize.d Kermodes' : -H0wever ,  they went in':the op, /  ~ 
" :mance  at CoquitlaOl's' Centen: Christmas performance;..-but -pOsitedirection.-- from first to : ,  i :,: :: 
n ia l  Chr i s tmas  tournament ,  fa i led  to  ga in  them a move up seventh:. ' " - . ' ' ~.:: "- ) ~  . -:~," !::~i~:,~'.-: : .' - /~  
~Kermodes  pu l led  o f f  four  the top  I0  ra t ings .  :. Map le :~dge; ,  rankedsecond : . / .  .:.~ !!i:i::~i,/:.i../.~. 
:.:straight'wins at .Centennial, in- -Last week's Second p0l! of the iii ihe~Wevious poil;:dropped a . • :! " : :~'~: " 
:citiding<victories m, er second, new year finally provided the couPle0fnotches.t0.'fourth:/ • ~£:~ '  - : i  . .  -:.i " ' 
: : " "" - "> ' ' " " - "  - " " " i P i t tMeadows wentfrom f i f th  ' " : :  ........ : ~ ~: :  
..... -= • = • " p lace to :~f i rs t  • .overa l l , ; -desp i te  ~ . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  ." :"i:::"::~< ~:: . . . .  " ' ' ' " ' " Kerm0des. :beat ing. .  . . them.at  Co ,  " ) 
' ......: : . : /Smi thers  wins>:=playoff  quitlam.:,:. ' " " 3 
' -R ichmond ' : .Co l ts ,  who .are  
::>:: ::forToUrnament of Hear ts  scheduledtoplayKermodeshere / " . :  
. .  . " • . in  mid -February ,  .: went  f rom 
- - . : :  - " third .to second in the last poll. 
-Prince Rupert won't have a son finished runnerup to Present op 10 standings with ~! • " ~:.~!i ~: 
local team to play hostto nine McGregor at Houston .with a team-records in brackets, are as 
other teams.when the annual 'three-win, one loss ,mark. follows. . -. 
• 'Scott Tournament-of-Hearts' Smithers' Janice Hemich placed L Pitt Meadows (25-5). 2. 
: .  :B.C. ladies' curling champion- third at tw0-and-two, while Kim Richmond (15-9). 3. Terrace 
ship-is held here next week. McDougall of Terrace was one- Kermodes (10-!). 4. Maple 
" In a five-team, round-robin and-three and Judy Marineau of Ridge (19-5). 5. John Oliver 
playoff at Houston 'Jan. 7 Rupert went winless in her four (14,3).'6. North Delta (14-3). 7. 
• weekend, a ~mithers rink Skip- matches. KitsilanO (14-2), 8. Semiahmoo 
ped by Carol McGregor wenthe The series had been scheduled .(22-2). 9. Vancouver College 
District Four title on a perfect for Vanderhoof, but when no (17-10). 10.. Burnaby Central 
four-win, no-loss record, entries were received from the (1.3,8).. Honorable mention - -  
McGregor, therefore, acts as eastern end of the district, they Oak Bay, Abbotsford, Sentinel. 
L host. team for the 10-rink, switched to Houston. Kermodeshave alreadymissed ~::~ 
• round-robin, playdown that Meanwhile, teenager Mary. a league tournament involving ~ [[ 
starts on the 26th and winds up Pat McCoy of: Prince. Rupert Kitimat.and Prince Rupert due I ) " ........ 
on the 30th. The-winner at eagly .won the District Four ,to the teachers' strike, plus i : :  ~ 
Prince Rupert advances to ha- junim ladies' title. She was the Vanderhoof :Vikings' tourna- ! l d  
t iona l  finals at Kelownastarting only team to enter. She attends ment early in the new year. 
- Feb.23. provincial f'malS at North Van. They're scheduled to play in 
'... ~ PrinceRupert'sWendyAtchi- couver starting today, the Fraser Valley's M.E.I; in- 
....... :~,--~.-~:~-~-~,--~..~.,.,..~~~.~..~.~,,~..~J~ti~0~J~~~b~. Dave  Hog~:  f i r s t  team a l l -~tar  John  Fave ia :  ta lented  guard  
• • at 'Coc~i t iah~.  '''~' ..... " '  ='<~ . . . .  fo r  Kermodes ;  " /:.:.Coming events in sports ,o,. ,,, 
- The Kitimat Racquets Club is this Friday to Sunday. event at - II I 
,h:0sting a major squash md the ice rink and Tarnitik. - 
racquetball ' tournament his " Indoor soccer teams, wishing P ry 
" " Thursday to Sunday at Tamitik. to enter the second annual men's THE sIGN OF A . . 
Players from across the north tournament at Kitwanga this : GOODBUSINESS 
-ate expected, i . ' .  " • coming weekend, must sign up NEIGHBOR , . .  
There's still time to enter the by Wednesday evening. Phone ~:~ 
Terrace ,Royal Canadian 849-5639reenter. re,Invemo ale 
: ~:~i ':~" .. Legion's 36th annual bonspiel at The Kitimat junior 'B' Black- ~\,~.~:::.,  ~:::::,;:. 
'the Terrace Curling Club from hawks hockey team is back in <.,,~,~>~:,:J Jan. 16-21, 1989 
Jan, 27 to 29. It's an open spiel action this weekend at Tamitik. i~.~!:i~,~ :<!i:~: 
guaranteeing three games for a They're hosting University of '~'.~'-''~ 
.~.,.~] .... $100 fee. Enter at the Legion or Victoria Jayvees for games Fri- :~<:~ :/ 
Curling Club byJan. 25th. day and Saturday nights at 8 ~I[O '7 ' t~ ff  aH o Kitimat residents are urged to o'clock both nights. ~l/q l ,  t' - I  ~ 
line up teams of eight players for THE SIGN OF stock 
the annual 'Fun Games Five', A MEFICHANV (excluding magazines) 
which is coming up Jan. 27 and 
28 in several locations around WHO CARES 
K i t imat .  In fo rmat ion  and ABOUT PEOPLE . . .  
registration takes place at 5 0 070 off "We'd  rather sell it than 
Riverlodge or Tamitik. " This emblem Ident i f ies  
Terrace youngsters with liitl¢ buslnessmen who sponsor the  c|vlc.m|¢ded selected items it" - -~-__  " i- 
or no experience in curling can - • . ', ., . 
leatn the game evew. Tuesday at , , ,  - - . ,  1/ I  
4 p.m. at the Terrace Curling Houri on. -F r i .ga .m,  to9p .m.  / /  ' / p ~  ,,. • 
Club. Age limits are l0 tO 19. " Sat. 9a.m. to6p .m.  / /  / .  ~J~v~ ]~Sf . t ,  
For information, phone John In the communi ty .  
Evans at 635-61.42. " " ' "  ]~  I 
Kitimat has linedup a minor Alma 638-12~4 4606 .Lakels e Ave.,  / /~  ~.~V~T"  
hockey to.urnament for rep and.  Vi I ~15.~,2 Terrace, B.C. ~ ~00~$ I/~I/Y/~I 
house teams in novice division. Ter ry  , 63~,817|: 635-4428 , ~ J  
Outside teams are expected . for .  s s v ~ A ~ s o) s ~ ~ v, c ~ - 






COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
Monday to Friday Saturday Sudsy  
10 a.m. to 11 p.m. 9 o.m. to 11 p.m. 11 s.m. to 11 p.m. - -  Open Holid!ys - -  
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After  be ing named Canad ian  Ath lete of the Month  for November,  1988, Terrace ath lete Paul 
Clark was presented with a pass to "any  where in the world Canadian Air l ines f l ies",  a Ter- 
race sweater  by the city, and a commemorat ive plaque co-sponsored by CAI and the Sports 
Federation of  Canada. Pictured above with Clark are MayOr Jack Talstra, his wife Karen and 
CAI  representat ive Ron Mar leau at a meet ing  of city counci l  Jan. 9. - 
Top coaching job, for Shields 
early in his college playing career 
that his chances of playing na- 
tionally were slim to non- 
existent. 
Now he replaces Jack  
.Donohue, who coFched the nats. 
• from1973 to last fall. Donohue 
stepped own, but remains• with 
basketball-Canada in an ad- 
viSory position. • 
Shields won the job. over more 
than 50 applicants, including 
several from the United States. 
He:realizes holding down both 
positions (UVic and national 
coach-manager) will be difficult 
for his one-year tenure, • and will 
have to re-decide his future in 
March of next year. 
He hasn't lost touch with our 
area. He frequently runs into old 
teammates from.the '64 Rain- 
makers. 
" I f  I were just UVic coach, 
I'd be making more trips around 
the province. I like conducting 
clinics and camps, and making 
specific trips to places where 
potential talent resides." 
He admitted that wife Kathy 
(coach of. the UVic women's 
team) and he were disappointed 
they couldn' t -get  Terrace's 
Michelle Hendry to attend 
school at the Vancouver Island 
campus. 
" I  could see a national for our 
women's team if we could have 
attracted Hendry," he told us. 
Shields does have some spies 
who phone him now and then 
with tips On top high school pro- 
spects. ~'You might say we try to 
: i~ ".'It was the challenge ---, the 
... fact. that it .was so excitingwith 
-.~e:i~idea of :  coaching the top 
addetesin the country;:' " 
.: •. Basically,- that's ex-Prince 
Ruper t  Rainmaker basketball 
s~-.::Ken shields" reason for 
moving into the vacated job of 
:coach and generalmanager of
the Canadian men's basketball 
program. 
Shields, who has coached the 
University. of Victoria men's 
.... team. to:s~en ational titlesand 
posted a Canada-West Con; 
ference record of 161 wins • 
against 29 losses, admitted he 
faces a major chore starting this 
spring. 
" I  have a one-year contract 
for the national job," he told us 
by phone last week. " I t  allows 
me to coach from April 1st to 
August •30th, then administrate 
from September 1st to March 
.31, 1990." 
He'll continue with his posi- 
tion as manager of athletics and 
:recreational services at UVic, 
but is stepping down as Viking 
coach at the end of this March. 
Shields, who came to Prince 
Rupert-from the Queen Charlot- 
tes as a youngster, acknowl- 
edged the task he faces is 
somewhat mind-boggling. 
"Rebuilding the national 
team is a mammoth job, which 
- won't be donei/~ a year. My job 
is to lay the foundation." 
Shields was a member of the 
Rainmaker team that won the 
B.C .  title in 1964. He realized 
STARTING MONDAY 
) 
, ,: ...........  Pll ll' l  
''i SALE 
245 Thtrd Avenue, West, 
Prince R 
keep up with the neighbors." 
He mentioned that Terrace 
Caledonia Kermodes' six-foot, 
six-inch David Hogg is definite 
future college material. 
Even if Shields falls to achieve 
success w i th  his national 
• endeavor, he's alreadY' cindied a: 
.place in the national sports hail 
of fame sometime in the future: 
Not bad for a Skinizy.North; 
west court-rat,:who's teenage 
dreams have been more than ful; 
filled:" , ....... i ..... ~.,'~ ...... ~.., ........ , 
; . .  . . . ,  : :  . .  . ' : :  , . . .  , : :  ' /"': - - ::Ji/ • .. ..... ' 
. . . .  : :! }:ii/. : ::Ji !>i: :::::/i> • , ' " , .  , .  - "  
erraoe::cJty 
mat ters:referr: .... . . . .  : 
T, " . " "  i ." " ' " "''>'" he following items • were by Alderman Dave Hull,cityad~::::!:..:",i . .  
referred ito comm!ttee byte  r.: minisiration.Will investigate its .: ; I~ ::.*: 
race city council at their:meeting fol i6w up ° to the Passing of.: t ] ie ' : : /  '" -  
Jan 9. Members:of:the&enerid ci~t ' sNoSmok in  B I  :~; ~C"" : : • . ., . . , . y , .  g .yaw . . . .  ~. , :  
public may attend committee cordingtoHul l ,  little,haS~!bee/x . . :  ' 
meetings only as ~ obaervers, done to advertise; monitor:0r 
Readers intending • to attend the 
meetings areadvised to check 
with Denise Fisher at City Hall  
to ensure schedules have not 
been •changed. 
Community and 'Recreation 
Services (to be held on.Thurs- 
day, Jan..19 at l p .m. ) -  1.)A 
memo from the Superintendent 
of Parks and Recreation outlin- 
ing 1989 staff travel.The memo 
describes travel for two s ta f f .  
members to the Yellow Point 
Conference at Harrison in 
March, three employees to the 
B.C. Parks and Recreation Con- 
ference a t  Whistler next May, 
one to the Recreation Ren- 
dezvous in Vancouver, and 
another to the'North by North- 
west Tourism .Conference in 
Prince Rupert in November. 
2.)  Theminutes of the Terrace 
• Advisory Parks and Recreation 
Commission. The minutes rec- 
ommend that the city consider 
the lease of adequate land to the. 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club 
with future consideration and 
recognitiofi o fcommuni ty  
recreation, needs. The commis- 
sion points out that the intent of 
• 'the motion is to allow the city to 
maintain control of the lafid that 
any.future community c6nter be 
built in close proximity. 
Sclerosis Society's '.'Carnation 
Campaign,. The 1988 campaign. 
raised $230,000 in B.C. for 
client services, research and pub- 
lic awareness. • 
enforce the bylaw. " -. " 
- Regi0nai Hospital Board:"An 
in formal  'referral : through 
Regional District represeritative 
Bob Cooper)~ who will ask!i.the " : 
Regional  Hospital Board:to.in-,. " 
vestigate .delays. in :specialized 
medical care. Delays of upto six 
• to eight• months were. noted :in 
serious: sight and hearing prob- 
lems..A suggestion was made 
that specialists should be:en- 
couraged to locate ,:n.Terrace. 
" ProclamationW: 
,llan. 15 to 30: The Kinsmen 
Club.~s ' "Mothers ' .  March 
Weeks". wil l  take .place,in:Ter - 
race. Last year, 200 Terrace 
volunteers collected $10,500 to  ~ - . 
help peop le  with physical . 
disa.bilities gain independence.- 
and improve their:lives...- - :-. ' 
May 11 to 14: The Multiple. " ' :~-. 
Winners 
. : . .  . : : - 
The Mills Memorial Hospital ~ , 
Auxiliary has announced~ the. 
winners of. their Christmas raf- ' 
fie. They are Garry Bakker, who . . 
won a basket of. household lin- 
• ~ Other  referrals  • :: ens . . . .  • r . . . .  " .......... :<o,,~ ............................................... ~ .. ~ :..~ >~,, , and C.A, McCullough,-who 
Administration: On a request: won a food basket. ,,r 
) .  
If you wish to announce. 
the birth of..YOVR baby, please fil!:outthe form 
available M the maternity ward at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. We Will pick. up your forms every week. 
YAGELNISKI - -  Curleyand Christine are proud to announce• the 
birth o f their daughter, Kayla Adrienne, on.December 24, 1988 at 2:16. 
p.m. ~eighing 61bs. 9~A Oz.: Speciai: thanks to Dr. Almas and the 
maternity ward staff. , 
• . ' . ,",. :o  . .  ~ ~,:~ 
• ' i". • T 
124.hour Phone : 
'...Ad 41635 4080 
.~/~11 JiLgP~ ~:.~.~_~.~.~ Skeena Mall ~ 
: Memlazr of AF$ Wire service VL~:" ~j, ' 
i . . . . .  t tt I t  t I 111 / "  
• J . .  
. , . .  , , . . 
e opening performance of the year in the a coup  in  this district." 
Theatre, and one the board of trustees for  Money 
/S¢iio01 District::88 are unlikely to forget for awhile. "We can't ign0re:the ciol- 
: ::.-Th~.occasion.was :the:board's tinues past Jan. 25. ~ .l.ats,"Napoleon said. "There's 
~ -monthly ~ public meeting jan. 10, a big gap, and somebody has to 
• moved :!o 'the thea.Cerin 0rder tO Management rights pay." I.LAt that date the board 
: ,accommodate more,than 200 Napoleon said the board ha'd:of fered the TDTA 12.4 
l~e0P.lelwho showed'iup.:The "views as very serious some Percent over two years. The 
• .boardi, With: trustees~. Barbara fundamental issues, 0ver'Which TDTA had not countered the 
JohnsOn and Kirsten.Chapman teachers and trustees ~ are at ~ Offer,• wi th  their 0n ly  tabled 
• ! absent, took,  up ~ positions - odds, primarily the issues .she 
.~ound a table on 'thestage, and described, as "management 
i, thenorm~ order of business was  rights" and "community Con' 
reversed with questions from the trol". 
• public being taken at the be~ "Through elected represents, 
girting.of the meeting; tires, the community influences 
,Board Chair Val Napoleon and directs education," she 
• .began with. a brief address um- said. "If  we lose that~ we've lost 
marizing the status of the labor the right to be responsible for 
dispute that had, at that. point, education." 
closed district schools down for When asked what TDTA pro- 
posals the board is refusing to 
negotiate, Napoleon mentioned 
a pointsystemfor claSs size and -Negotiations, negotiators 
"other things we couldn't live• • 
with':, parents, students and teachers 
alike concentrated On:the lack of Greig Houlden, a member of 
the TDTA's bargaining commit- negotiations during the previous 
tee, countered from /he audi- week -- while the board waited 
for the results of a strike vote 
once that "thes¢/t~ngs are not supervised by the Industrial Re- 
novel concepts. The board says lations Council - -  and the 
we want total Control, but prin- board's response to the offer of 
cipals or the*superintendent can intensivebargaining during the 
overrule. We're not interested in Christmas holidays. 
Napoleon responded at one 
point by reminding the audi- 
ence, "The board did not call 
this strike." 
Kitwanga trustee Delbert 
Morgan, who headed the board 
bargaining committee until the 
end of December, was visibly 
upset by accusations that the 
board was dn/gging its feet~on 
negotiations. Morgan noted that 
he resigned the position after 
obtaining employment in De- 
cember, at which point trustee 
Lavern Hislop took-over. 
"We have been up against a 
campaign of propaganda by the 
TDTA," he argued. "They 
make it seem as though the 
board is dragging its feet, but 
there has .to be a date pattern 
set.., there were many times 
when we couldn't coordinate, 
both sides had dates when they 
were unable to meet. Ask the 
TDTA leaders about dates be- 
HOULDEN:Wo'ro not interested .in a.coup in.this district, fore the holidays that they 
turned down." . 
• . . a week. "This meeting is not an 
open, debate or a .replacement 
for the bagalning table," she 
noted~ 
During the question and an- 
swer session that fo!lowed, ma- 
j0rconcerns expressed were lo- 
cal control of education, teacher 
Salaries, the pace of negotia- 
tions, the board's use of a hired 
negotiator,• and arrangements 
for senior students to take pro- 
vincial exams if the strike con- 
dem~ind being the proposal ~in 
he original package put to- 
getherin September for 24per- 
cent over i8 months. 
The audience, consisting 
largely of striking teachers, 
CUPE members,' parents and 
students, directed few questions 
• regarding salary issues to the 
board. • *.,* . 
• Trustee John Pousette called 
-12.4 percent "apretty fair settle- 
:mentin t ' oday s world". 
I 
8"rUDEKrs: The third party in the dispute. 
" ~r~ ," ' "  ' . . . . . . . .  I . . . . .  ,:tii; '~! I  
[ ~ ~ ! ~ : :  i ::i i,::? . : : : .  ~:::.: : 
NAPOLEON, HISLOP: Community control of education at 
stake. : 
Trustee Edna Cooper also 
spoke in the board's defense. 
"Who stalled? ~' she asked:"We 
started• in Match and didn't get 
the TDTA proposal until Sep- 
tember. Why isn't anyone angry 
at the teachers for not negotiat- 
ing through the summer?" ~ - 
With" reg~d to  '~the :'IRC: 
supervised strike vote, Cooper 
said, "We had to go through the 
pr.ocess, we cannot decide which 
laws to obey. I'm very disap- 
pointed in the TDTA (for boy- 
cotting the IRC). What kind of 
an example is it for students 
when teachers ay it's okay to 
break the law?" 
TDTA president Helmut 
Giesbrecht, however, main- 
tained that there is no law on the 
books •that prevented the board 
from negotiating during the time 
between the IRC declaration 
and the point at which the legal 
strike vote results were in. 
The board also came under 
attack for using a paid negotia- 
tor, Mary Saunders from the 
Vancouver law firm of Camp- 
ney and Murphy. Under ques- 
tioning from several parents, 
Napoleon repeatedly declined to 
reveal how much the board is 
paying Saunders for her ser- 
vices, saying "That's not an 
:issue." 
Napoleon also resisted an- 
swering repeated questions re- 
garding the negotiator's pres- 
ence at a bargaining session 
scheduled for the following 
Thursday. 
Several parents tood up and 
levelled equal responsibility for 
the problem on board and teach- 
ers alike. "I am disturbed and 
disillusioned that both sides are 
so deeply entrenched," one said. 
"Neither side is negotiating in 
good faith," said another. "A 
more positive aPproach is 
needed from both sides." 
One parent asked if the strike 
could be called off while inten- 
sive negotiations take place, but 
he was informed that under the 
bridging agreement signed last 
year allterms:.are invalidated:in : 
the event of a ~,~k stoppage, ~ 
The teachers haveno contract. 
Students and exams 
A large contingent of junior 
and senior high school students 
used the meeting to remind 
teachers and trustees ~at they 
are the reluctant thir~[:.party in
the dispute. ~ 
"Neither side is 100 percent 
right or wrong, but what are we 
supposed to do?" asked one 
Grade 12 student from Cale- 
donia. 
Grade 12 provincial examina- 
tions, which make up a large 
part of students' final marks, 
are scheduled for Jan. 25. Cale- 
donia principal Bill Sturn ex- 
plained to the group that the 
Ministry of Education Was con- 
sidering options at that •time, but 
later in the  week it was an- 
nounced that the exams will be 
held on Jan. 25 regardless of the 
status of the labor dispute. 
More than an hour after the 
meeting began it was called to a 
close by Napoleon in the midst 
of disorderly shouting and acri- 
monious comments from the 
audience. 
At the conclusion a represen- 
tative for the Caledonia student 
council invitedl teachers and 
trustees to a meeting Thursday 
evening to discuss the situation 
with students. Two represen- 
tatives for the teachers appeared 
at the meeting to speak to about 
40 students, but no board 
representatives appeared. 
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• ;Norfhwest COnsoIidaterl .~ ::: l I ~,cBc czazms handled~womptlY : 
• ' SUDnv Ltd ,  * " 
. 5239 Ke,th Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
.ELECTRONIC/~ I .  -.. 
' ENGINEERING,.o-,o,=,.,,oo.,,,.o., 
" IF  IT 'S  ELECTRONIC  " | 
' WE SERVICE  IT'  . | • 
SERVICE-  T.V. RENTALS , ~  / 
Repairs On All HomeEntertainment I 635-51  34  i 
Appliances ' 4519 LAKELSE.'TERRACE i 
AlSo Commercial  & Industr ial  " " " ] 
• Electronic Equipment • . ] 
~: .v .  ~ I 
' ,~'B l l . : : lndependen!  : 
, ,~n, ~., ~,  sk,..: ca~ a,d ~ok..p Co...~ta,, 
m " " " 2803 Kenney street 
• " - -  Terrace, B.C. • 
CHANGES. we, , ,  Tannin' system 
. . . Phone ta ra .  appoinhn'e,~t 
T, OTAL HAIR CARE 635.9.666 
Call On our Design Team 
635-/840 
For a complimentaw skin care and makeup, consultation 
" Please Call (604)635'2584 " 
PC), Box 45-3609 Larch Ave.. Terrace:. B.C. VgG 4A2 
. .~~.  ~:~. - :~ .~ ---- ".~..-..~-----~.i " HI.QUALITY BELTING & '~Terrace , ~ • CONTRACTINGSERVIC E$ , tJ 
Tree Trimmlng i ~ ~  ' ' Llnflatable Boat Repairs :1! 
NERCCRUlURS ~r MARINER OUTBOARDS . . , i r~ .  , ,Ak l t ,~ ,  Ul ,qk  d~nn~l lhe  . ' , .m 
Will cut down any tree! ~ HOMEU6HTLAWNMOWERS . , .  I ' ' ' VU lCa~. IZ  g P . , ." .I | ' 
' • YAMAHA3&4WHEELERS " • " [ : : ,  ' " We.speCial ize in conveyor be l t  : . -  * , , J!  
• YAMAHA PiW/ER PRODUCTS ' ' J " : • " in'stollations, snlicin , and repairs: - : r ' "SAmV" 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN $AUkl . . . ' ' .. ' -  g " .- ~ ' :  ' " -  
s"000'000 liability f°r Y°ue 'r°te'fi°"T~" J ~  "e,g Ave.. Terrace GreJ • ., race 630 .053024 HOUR SERVICE 63~@6tklli '
635-7400 _ L  ~ ' - - - - . . ~ , ~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .  , .... . ::: j ,  
i 
. . . . . . . .  : . L " i , '  ' "  : ~ . .  
; Rust Protect ion for  !'~ 








Nathan Waddell - Electrical Contractor 
4931 Lazelle Ave.,- Terrace 
B& G 
GROCERY 
• Laundromat & Carwnh 
-, r..."~; Open 8:30- 10:30 dally 
%"-  ~ 2701S. Katum 635"6180 ', ! .t 
I 
-- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, |rlendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complet  e persona l i zed  serv ice  
Sales and Service for 
• Prices ore VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
Terrace Review 
635-7840 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE lea  
4440 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638.1168 
,is spot  could 
be yours 
.MUFFLER CENTRE 
" I f  you ' re  sat / s t ied ,  te l l  o thers  
, . ,  i l  not  . , . te l l  us . "  
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
TOTAL 
RON or AL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
~r TYP ING • -- 
• . .  VOICE PAGERS,  PHOTOCOPYING 
.24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
638"8195 
-3238 Kolum St.; Terrace, B.C,, V8G 2N4 
Jan's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Rode. Custom Framing 
Portraits.. ~ Mat Cutting 
Family Sittings . , k~ Posters 
'5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting •Laminating 
4609 [Lmkelse Ave., Tart=ca, B,C. Bus. 635.5288 
Teirace. B.C, VSG i P9 Res. 635.5544 
L Motoroyolee • Chllne|we iMowmobilee • MadneSuppllee. 
~RRACE , EQUIPMENT 
! K4LES LTD. 
i .... ,lUlA1 I ,hks iu  &va__ TmrrJtce Ph. 635.0304 
. , .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . ° , .  . . . . . . .  , . . , .  , .  
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Comin¢o Metals Ltd. featured photos of'their Snip minesite during an o.pen house at the Inn 
of the West last week. Located on the Iskut River approximately 60 miles northwest of 
Stewart, the mine is expected to employ about 170 workers offering employment oppor. 
4unities to qualified Northwest residents with a work schedule of four weeks in, two weeks 
: out. When completed, the campsite will offer a range of recreational activities and on-site 
housing for those on shift. :• 
.?" . . - .  . 
The store has a role 
in retail promotion 
by Phil Harll, 
::. Manager, .Terrace 
Federal Business 
• Development Bank 
Retail promotion and advertising are 
often thought o be the same. They 
aren't; Promotion is the continuing pres- 
entation by the retailer of the goods and 
services being offered. Advertising is the 
use of external means .direct mailing, 
radio spots, newspaper space -- to 
generate xtra sales. 
The retailer promotes business in 
many ways, all directed" towards creating 
an image of business which is attractive 
to customers and appropriate to the 
goods and service being offered. 
The retailer promotes business by the 
design of the shop exterior, by the choice 
:of signage, by the way goods aredisplayed in the shop windows. 
:Theshop exterior, signage-and window displays are usually what 
a potential customer sees first, and fh'st impressions are often - 
lasting impressions. 
The trend: these days in shop exteriors is away from flashing 
neon and towards implicity and good taste. In most shopping 
centers and malls, uniformity in exterior design and signage is a 
condition of tenancy. Many Cities and towns also have by-laws 
: i~limiting size and location of signs. 
The retailer, however, can still establish and maintain a distinc- 
"five image for the business by clever use of window displays. 
Window displays hould be treated as a stage on which the 
retailer's goods are presented to maximum effect. 
Displays hould regularly be rotated, as often as every week or 
i0 days. They should be geared to seasonal, festive and other 
themes, They should offer potential customers something new in 
product and price. And they should always be dressed in bright 
!~:oiois b, nd good lighting, : 
:~ The exterim image the retailer projects hould be carried 
:through in the interior by the way the shop is laid out --  the 
choice of'fixtures, the quality of lighting and other effects. 
i::i , Displays of merchandise within the shop should also be . 
directed towards reinforcing the impression conveyed' by exterior 
: window displays. If the window display features, for example; 
,imported men's weaters, make sure the full line of such sweaters 
is conveniently displwed Within the shop. The good retailer, 
!'however, is careful not to put too many goods on display. Other- 
s ide the customers get confused. 
• Window displays are intended to bring potential customers into 
~,the,shop. But once in the shop, the amount of goods they pur- 
chase and the frequency with which they'll return in the future 
'~ will largely depend on how pleasing they have found the ex- 
perience to be. 
' The good retailer will Continuously review interior ar- 
. rangements, always with an eye towards giving,customers max- 
~imum satisfaction~ not just in the goods and services offered but 
in the environment created. 
The key consideration i  all this is to be consistent. Every 
i aspect 9f the shop, from signage to the. choice of background 
music, should be directed towards reinforcing the image that the 
/retailer wants to project. " 
Nothing is more important to establishing and maintaining that 
!"image than the choice of sales staff. Sales clerks tan make or 





Mines has Newhawk Gold 
awarded a contract for a full 
feasibility study on its Sulphur- 
ets property near stewart to 
Cominco Engineering Services 
Ltd, Results of the study are 
expected in mid-March. 
Newhawk pres ident  Don 
McLeocl sa id  in a statemeiit 
issued Jan. 9 that the report 
from the study will give the 
company .a basis on which to 
make.a production decision for 
the property. Newhawk, in a 
joint venture with Granduc 
Mines Ltd.; has been engaged in 
an intensive xploration pro- 
gram-on the gold and silver 
property for the past two years. 
The company's interim report 
for the third quarter of 1988 
showed measured and indicated 
reserves in the Sulphurets West 
Zone of 304,444 tons grading 
.387 ohnees, of gold and 26.19 
ounces o f  silver per ton. in- 
ferred reserves come to an'addi- 
tional 550,028 tons grading .335 
ounces of gold and 21.15 ounces 
of silver. Surface diamond rill- 
ing is presently underway in the 
adjacent UTC zot~e. Results 
from last year's drilling included 
a 36-foot intersection grading 
ounces of silver and a 30-foot 
intersection grading 11.937 
ounces of gold and 45.94 o f  
silver; 
To date" Newhawk has com- 
pleted 8,917 feet 'of, under- 
ground works in' the West 
Zone. The partners pent $5,8 
million on Phase II of the pro- 
ject between July and OCtober 
of 1988 and expect to complete 
Phase Ill by the end of February 
at a cost of $4.05 million. 
Last week Newhawk f'fled its 
Stage I report with the Mines 
Steering Committee, the first 
step in the government permit- 
ting process that will allow the 
mine to be developed. 
The site is currently being 
serviced through a road connec- 
tion with Highway 37 and by air 
into a 3,500 foot runway from 
Terrace mj'd Smtthers, 
Terrace Review-- Wednesday, January 18, 1989 
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by Rainer G ianne l la  . 
Certified Data Processor- 
Getting i. the game 
Last week we iookedat how to determine what we could use a 
computer for. This week we'll assume we want to get onebut 
aren't oo sure of how fo proceed. The first question that stumps 
the beginner usually goes omething like this: If  I get a computer 
before learning about hem, then I may get the wrong computer, 
but I really can't learn to run a computer without getting a corn; 
purer to practice on. 
I've never seen one approach that is perfect for all new users, 
but there are a number of ways of dealing with this chicken and 
egg problem. One way is to take some preliminary familiariza- 
tion, typically from short courses or from one-on-one tutoring~ 
from a colleague or friend. Then one "bites the bullet" and pur- 
chases a computer for his or her business and begins the serious 
business of learning how to use it. 
Another way is to rent a computer, preferably from a vendor 
that will apply a portion of the rent paid towards the purchase 
price:should one want to buy the machine in the future. This way 
one isn't quite as locked in as when one buys at the outset. 
Either way, one needs access to a computer to learn how to use 
it. (For example, in tennis, lessons alone are insufficient for 
learning - - i t 's  best to have a racquet,for practice). Carrying the 
tennis example further, a beginner who buys the wrong racquet 
may be out $100 or so; buying the wrong computer will put one 
out $1,500 or more-  so one needs good advice to avoid a 
mistake of that size. 
Advice can come from a number of sources: other users in 
your line of business, your local computer vendors, your local 
college computer instructor, independent consultants, your friend 
from the service club. Don't be afraid to take the time to take it 
in and f'flter it. Even though a lot of what you'll hear will be con- 
tradictory, itall will help you learn more about he machines. 
No matter which kind of system you choose, start out with a 
minimal setup of one machine, one printer and just a simple 
wordprocessor and spreadsheet (often available in an integrated 
package) for software. Then use just that and live with it for two 
to three months before expanding your :system with additional 
hardware or software. 
NEXT WEEK: Why you.should resistthe urge to ,"get it all in 
there". :' 
Alcan to invest $100 
m Ilion in upgrades 
Alcan's Kitimat smelter will 
benefit this year from an 
upgrading program announced 
last week from the company's 
Montreal headquarters. 
Alcan intends to spend $100 
million this year in projects to 
modernize and expand all its 
direct-chill casting plants. 
The Kitimat works will get 
nearly half  that investment --  
$48 million -- with the balance 
going to Alcan's other plants in 
Grand Bale; Quebec and Sebree, 
Kentucky. 
Current production capacitY 
at the Kitimat smelter is 268,000 
tonnes per year. 
only B [] 
Men's or Ladies' cotton blend 
dress or business shirts expertly 
laundered. 
v, Only drive-thm in town 
,,, Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,,, Drop off point at Thomhlll Public Market 
"y•et•L.r 
~'e~ 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. -- Monday to Friday 
d, anY°Utdth care.~ 8:30 a.m. to S:30 p.m. -- Saturday 
KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
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: .Not all learning takes l)lace in 
the classroom. Campus recrea- 
tion enhances the, individual 
educational experience by help- 
ing.to release classroom tension 
and by creating an atmosphere 
where an appreciation of leisure 
time and the college spirit are 
developed through social" in- 
teraction and individual and 
team effort. 
for: all. Shesays the week's ac- 
tivitieswill feature Lunchtime 
Snowball Tournaments,-the 
• Sweetheart ExPress, a Snowshoe 
by Ted Straehta 
To the Northwest Community 
College~Studeats ' Association, Cord,ira says that other 
this means a healthy release of events in coming months, like 
stress and an overall state o f  the "Laff Olympics" in March 
well-being, So they have come up and the "Pre=Exam Slam" in 
with a reer~tional program that 
offers som~hing for justabout .
everystudent on campus. 
Budget-minded students are 
beginnh~ to phin their-free time. 
The frost major event of  .the 
season will feature Corky and 
the "~Iuice Pigs during a special. 
"Pub  Nite" in the college 
cafeteria t 8 p.m. on Saturday, 
l~eb. 4. Corky and the Juice Pigs 
are presently on what they call 
their ;'Curious Frogs Tour 
1~8/89", and -although their 
choice- of names may create op. 
posing emotions of curiosity and 
total rejection, Student Ac- 
tivities Coordinator Kim Cor- 
deiro says their performance 
may not be quite what you im- 
agine.- 
Three, University of:Windsor 
drama students, Joe Costa, Sean 
Cullen and Phil Nichol, made 
thdr debut into the entertain- 
ment.worf@~ust: 18months ago .  
when 'they:~von the Labatt's 
Crystal Comedy Quest in On- 
tario. Since that time, they've 
been featured on national.televi- 
sion and entertained at almost 
every' college campus in the- 
country with what is billed as a 
fast-paced;' youthful, offbeat 
presentation that combines 
music,'~ama, stand-up comedy 
and several other forms of enter- 
tainment. "Audiences are lovin' 
them.., but few can pinpoint 
just exactly what makes them 
tick," declares one press release. 
'And, "You're sure to get your 
money's worth of chuckles and 
belly laughs," says another. 
Tickets for this event cost $9 
for students, and $11 for the 
general public. They can be pur- 
chased at student services or 
Sight and Sound. But Cordeiro 
suggests you act now, there are 
only 200 tickets available and 
they're being sold on a first- 
come; first-served basis. 
Corky and the Juice Pigs will 
be kicking off another college 
event, "Bl izzard Wizard 
.Week,'. Cordeiro says that this 
Eebruary extravaganza will offer 
,'an entire week of mystifying 
I:INo injuries, 
ilno charges 
• ; , :  ¢ 
Two local residents were 
choked and released from Mills 
Memorial Hospital on the eve- 
:ldng of Jan. 10 shortly after 10 
~.m. The pair had been struck 
~iby a vehicle "while walking north 
~oii Tetrault St. 
Tet /~ RCMP report hat no 
. i~=da ~Ulted from the acc~- 
. .~t  ti~ ddver.;of, ti~ vehicle, . -
fun, games and'hijinks',".emd: April ~il  pr0v~de plenty often- and according to Cordeiro the :,:.:.Corde, ros '~ ......... " ........ 
other amazing activities" that sion relief. Th.e final e Ventofthe f/~etY'is: Such: tiiat nobneri~ StUdents,~-: Ass0¢iati0ii"ii~d~i ' 
promises aplace to deposit those., sem~ter, i "Dmner'Theatre with should-.i~e::i left :out.~';Wal|eyball. ! of. Class represez" ""lfZfives':~di!~.! 
"February. blahs getcha blue'" .Axi~s Mime':, Will.,wind, up the entertainS.: .. teams of four on. 
and leave them behind once and spring semester. ': ' She- says the Tuesdays, Nethal[.offersaction 
Laff-.Olympics "will offer. "a . on Wednesdays. and .Aerobics 
good dose of. college spirit" and : help rejuvenatethe, bodyand in-. 
a welcome .break for .anyone "crease~tlie . flow of oxygento the 
needing:"a good chuckle'.', h ' """ .... " " " '~ ' " " t e. brmn v~th four sessonsa week;: 
Race. a Snow Sculpture Contest. Pre-Exain Slilm Will help stu- Monthly and  bi,m0nthly :.ac-' 
. . -  - . • • , 
the Blizzard Wizard's Slave dents dance the~ranxteties away, tivities/ihdude;ia Pool.Tourna- 
Auction and t0 iwind up the and the Dinner Theatr e, featur, ment and T.A'.G. (.The As Sassi-- association "/to oversee t.he . . . . .  
event; the ,'Blizzard Wizard's ing the world renowned theatre :nation Game)on the firsi Mon- smooth and efficient running 0f " 
Ballroom Blitz". " troup Axis Mime withtheir pro- day of every, month, a trip tO: the Campus recreation pr0grmrl, ~ " 
duction of "The Invisible Mount Layton Hot Springs on Anyonewanting more informa; • : 
Man", will provide a-fitting the last Monday of every month, t ion0n extracurricular college, , .. 
close to the.college year. and Pub Nite with ':Win, Lose activities can coniact C0rdeir0 , 
Other weekly events will help or Draw" inthe cafeteria every at 635-6511, local 332 . . . . .  - -  .- • - 
to round out the college year, other Thursday. 
" ~:  " :;  • ~-" '  4 , '  " .~ :~;~0-~; '  t~ : "  , ' .  
_=.t::.ays:mat•me,_~ ~ • : ~ 
• . ' ,  , . . ,  
executive body:::which i:::m~ts,, i ., : , .~: 
e~;erylWednesday:Slle ~ays'tihe ' : '  
• association is there for' thest~-, i "i ' " .  .. 
dents and other than organizing 
recreational ctivities, they als0 
represent s udents with regardt0. 
financial awards and appeals:... 
cordeiro is employed by the" ..... " " 
. . . , .  
Co m in g Events Janual~25 & 26---. Pmschool.storytlme forthree to five- 
year-olds at the Terrace public Library. Wednesdays at 
10~30 a.m., beginning Jan. 25, and Thursdays at 1:30 
p,m., beginn!ng Jan. 26. This Is a 45-minute stow sea- 
The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club will be holding a 
bOttle drive. Please phone Carla at 635-7124 or Maria at 
835-2682 to arrange a time •for p!ckup of bottles you 
would like to donate. All donations am greatly ap, 
preclated. 
Wednesdi=y, January 18 -- Every Wednesday at 7 p•m• is 
the Terrace Youth Centre's "We're Outta Hem, prog ram 
(swim, bowl, skate). Tonight we'll go swimming from 7 
• p.m. to 8 p.m., then backto the Centre at 4634 Walsh 
Ave. (Ukrainian Hall) for games (pool, shuffleboard, 
hockey, ping pong, card games). For more information, 
call Pat Williams at 638,0112 or Kim Cordeiro at 
635,6511, local 332. : 
Friday, January 20 --Every Friday from 8:30 p.m. to mid- 
night, the Terrace Youth Centre, 4634 Walsh Ave. (Ukrai- 
nian Hall) will be holding a "Teen Social Nite" (13 to 19 
years of age). Music! Dance! Great tunesl •Three grand 
,door prizesl For•more information, call Pat Williams at 
: :~112 orKim C0r~eiro at~635-6511¢iocai!i~332i ! ........~ . 
SatUrday, January 21 -- The Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary will be holding a $1.50 brown bag sale, all 
clothing and shoes, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. The sale will 
take place at the-Thrift Shop; 4544 Lazelle Avenue in Ter- 
racn. 
Saturday, January 21 -- Band and instrumental 
workshop, sponsored by the Pacifi'c Northwest Music 
Festival, conducted by members of the Great Lakes 
Quintet, at Knox United Church from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Par- 
ticipants should bring Instrument, music stand and 
lunch• 
Saturday, January 21 -- "Understanding pamnt.teen 
relationships" -- This course will take place at the 
Skeena Health Unit auditorium from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. This 
course will serve as a basis for understanding the ongo- 
Ing development of adolescents to adulthood in a fami- 
ly. Course facilitators: Lil Farkvam, RSW and Lynn 
Hughes, RPN• Sponsored by Northwest Counselling 
Centre. To register, please call 838.8311. 
Sunday, January 22 -- Annual canvassers' reception at 
the Inn of the West banquet room at 2 p.m. Sponsored 
by the B.C.-Yukon Head Foundation• hi4 canvassers and 
area captains PLEASE come. Enjoy the wine and 
cheese and prepare for the February residential can- 
vass. Call Kamn at 638-0487 for more Information. 
Monday, January 23 -- Art Association monthly 
meeting In the gallery at 7:30 p.m. All members please 
attend. 
Tuesday, January 24 -- Baking cream puffs and games 
at the Terrace Youth Centre, 4634 Walsh Ave. (Ukrainian 
Hall). Call KIm Corde.iro at 635.6511, local 332 or Pat 
Williams at 638-0112 for further Information. 
sign with pictUre books, fingerplays and puppetS; There 
Is no charge, • but please register in advance; Callthe 
library at 638- 8177• 
Friday, January 27 --  "Tales for Two's" at the Terrace 
Public Library begins Friday, Jan. 27 at 10:30p.m. This is 
a special storytime for two-year-olds and parents. 
Chlldmn must be accompanied by anadult. Them is no 
charge, but please register in advance. Call the library at 
638.8177. 
January 27,, 28 & 29" "The  Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch, Terrace, B.C., 36th annual open bonsplel.•Three 
events. Entdes close January 25. Mall entries to Royal 
Canadian • Legion, 4425 Legion Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1N7. Phone 635-5825. 
Thursday, February 2 -- There will be an Alzheimer's in- 
formation meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Public 
Library meeting room. Anyone who would like more in- 
formation about: ~Alzhelmer's :'disease' or:anyone who 
would like to join the Terrace Alzheimer's Support 
Group is welcome to attend. A video will be shown; 
Please call Gillian Campbell at 635-3381 (home) or 
635-8177 (work). 
February 3, 4and 5 -- ACOA weekend with June 
MacGregor, M.S.W. "Healing the Inner Child,'. Call 
638-8117 for Information and registration. 
Saturday, February 4 -- The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
Club will be holding a bake sale from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. at 
the Skeena Mall. All kinds andtypes of baking will be 
available. We appreciate your support! 
Saturday, February 4 -- NWCC Student Association will 
be having a "C0iky and the Juice Pigs Pub Nits Special" 
at 8 p.m. in the college cafeteria. Tickets are available at 
NWCC Student Services or Sight & Sound. For more in- 
formation, call Kim Cordeiro at 635-6511, local •332. 
Saturday, February 4 - -The  Terrace Public Library 
presents stories and crafts to celebrate the Chinese 
New Year at 1:30 p.m. Children aged eight and up are in- 
vited to make a dragon mask and enjoy a Chinese treat! 
There is no charge, but please register in advance. 
Phone GIIIian Campbell at 638-8177 for forther informa- 
tion: 
Sunday, February 5 - -  SNOWARAMA, starting at 9,a.m•, 
West Kalum logging road. Put on by Skeena Valley 
Snowmobile Assn. in conjunction with the B.C. Lions 
Society for Crippled Children. 
• Monday, February 6 -- The Terrace Little Theatre will 
hold its general meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the McColl 
Playhouse at 3625 Kalum Street• April and festival pro- 
ductions will be discussed. All members are urged to at- 
tend. New members am always welcome• 
February 13 to March 13 -- Every Monday, "Asser- 
January 24 to February 11 --Exhibit of.photo.graph s tiveness Training for Teens", 3:30 p•m. to 5:30 p.m, at 
from the 1988 National Association of Photograpmc Art- the Nodhwest Counselling Centre Group Room, 4603 
B.C. 1988 Print Challenge at the Terrace Art Gallery on Park Ave. This course Is for teens between the ages of 
the lower floor of the public library. 13 and 18, designed to teach basic c0mmunication 
skills and techniques for improving relationships. 
Wednesday, January 25 -- If you am concerned about 
protecting the quality of our environment, get Involved 
in the Skeena Protection Coalition, a broad-based en- 
vironmental group. Bring Issues, Ideas ~ and enthusiasm 
to the meeting, 7 p,m., at the library arts room In Ter- 
race. For morn information call Maumen Bostock at 
635-3487. 
Please register by calling LII Farkvam or Lynn Hughes at 
638.8311, 
Monday, February 13 -- "Awareness Night for Parents 
or Primary Camgivers of the Participants,, from 7:30 
p.m, to 9:30 p.m. at the Northwest Counselling Centre 
Group Room, 4603 Park Ave. Please come to this course 
to become aware of what your teenwlll be learning. 
_ : , ,  , : 
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. . . .  aSproblem road ea 
Laurent also noted that there 
are safety considerations in con- 
verting to MLS because-it" is
different than the Instrument 
" Landing System (ILS) presently: 
in use at major airports.-By 
using: two -different electronic 
approach systems, he explained, 
the possibility of  confusion 
among pilots arises. 
- Maintonance•a key factor 
In examining problems With 
• the region's '•highways, Delcan 
concludes that maintenance and 
upgrading of existing roads will. 
be, more important han meas- 
ures' to improve traffic flows. 
The report emphasizes more fre- 
quent and improved mainte- 
nance procedures as a cost- 
saving measure in comparison to 
the cost of rebuilding after al- 
lowing roads to deteriorate. 
Structural problems in high- 
ways are attributed to a combin- 
ation of heavy commercial truck 
traffic and weatherextremea. 
The report specifically recom- 
mends that Highway 37 north of 
Kitwanga be given a better oad 
base and pav ing .  
Another specific recommen- 
dation is for the construction of 
grade separations at a number 
of level rail crossings along 
Highway 16. Overpasses would 
improve both traffic flow and 
safety. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  New:imad . . . . . . . .  
Proposals for three new roads 
are presented for consideration 
in the report. 
The first fs 185 kilometers of 
upgrading to the existing logging 
roads that 'connect Rosswood, 
New Aiyansh and Cranberry/ 
,Junction. Total cost is estimated 
between $27.0 and $340 million. 
A new road running 117 
kilometers from Bob Quinn 
Lake down the Iskut River to the 
Alaska border is also con- 
sidered. The road would provide 
overland access to a number o f  
gold mines and exploration sites 
in the Iskut valley. The report 
notes that a.link would be re- 
quired on the Alaskan side of 
the border. Estimated cost is.. 
$125-175 million. 
The third new project would 
be a bridge Spanning the Bu!kley 
River at New Hazelton.. The 
existing crossing, a one-lane 
steel bridge; is considered to be 
outdated. The report says it 
would cost about $12 million. 
Delcan notes that these possi- 
ble new links have been suggest- 
ed by various groups within*the 
region from time to time, and 
they are presented in thereport,  
without recommendations, as- 
sessments of feasibility, or 
justification. 
The Delcan report is currently 
being considered in Cabinet. 
Highways Minister Neff Vant 
called the report "a  baseline, 
study upon which we-can begin 
our deliberations in the regions'? 
and "a blueprint for action". 
Some of the recommendations 
are expected to be acted upon in 
the near future, but others will 
require months of deliberation 
and some may be rejected alto- 
gether, 
- . . , 
i::i-i: I~I::A:, study commissioned by the. 
.... :-i.ilBiC.: government o identify. 
" ,.:f'~ransPortation eeds for. the 
: ..province .in the 1990's and to 
:recommend •improvements that 
• i:ii,!i::~Jl! be  required, states that the 
• / / i . i i i g h w a y S  inthe area of Terrace 
i ' ,  !!i:J~a@the w0rst congestion and 
.... / i :  ./.:~higtit)st"accident ra e in the 
: ~!N0rthwest region .-- but the 
--> /-'rep0rt makes  no recommenda- 
':;:;: ~ti6ns on how the problems could 
: be.s01ved. " ; 
: i  .Titled "Freedom to Move", 
3!the~study wasdone by the New 
,'Weatminister engineering and- 
• :'•" :>'> " "  • " " r iplanmng firm Delcan corpo a- 
litton. It occupies 18 volumes and 
~ iSugg~ts over $7 billion in capi- 
• ~:-i:t~: improvements o B'.C•'s air, 
- '../i'raii, imarine and highways trans- 
. /:.~i)ortat~on systems. " ' , 
. .i:/," The N~rthCoast development 
.. ~xegion, covering the combined 
"areas of the Kitimat'Stikine and 
Prince Rupert regional districtS, 
. . . . .  iis analyzed in Volume 9 of the 
.... 'report, 
• -:. The section Of the report deal- 
-.rag with highways, based on 
fifigures obtained from the minis- 
3ry., indicates that 99 percent of 
• " :;the. traffic, travelling the 1,000 
• !kilometers of numbered high- 
: . :iways in'th.e region flows unim- 
. . . .  =~peded. Without any upgrading, 
. . . . .  :!ilthel free fl0w figure in the year 
- : ~2000 is expected to be 97 per- 
: :.'icent,~ .,i., .... 
~:, :The •. one • perfent-: of~<Uaffic 
:~flow~currently termed "con- 
.,.. !;gested±• occurs in the Terrace 
• .area and Prince Rupert. Present 
da i ly t ra f f ic  volumes are not 
:indicated in .the report, but 
• ~growth is forecast at 3.9 percent 
." 'in~ the next 11 years, and the 
~result is expected to be a daily 
traffic volume of 18,750 vehicles 
" per day (local and through, 
!:itraffic) using Highway 16 in the 
vicinity of Terrace, and 10,524 
,vehicles per day using Highway 
.37 between Terrace and Kitimat. 
~ Terrace and New Hazelton 
-are the only points identified as 
"major problems" for acci- 
dents• The report blames high 
'traffic volumes and too many 
,:intersections for both the con- 
gestion and acciden! rates. The 
}'only recommendatton is for 
"further study to upgrade the 
.traffic arteries. 
" " The  only other mentions of 
• :'~the Terrace area in the report are 
:~under.the inland marine and air- 
. .  !port sections. Delcan recom- 
i-i:mends keeping the ferry to ser- 
vice Usk, noting that a road link 
i~vould .be too expensive in rela- 
ti0n to the population, 
• i The.report indicates that the 
Xerrace-Kitimat airpoxt is pres- 
ently slotted by Transport Cana- 
da tO receive a Microwave Land- 
mg System (MLS) and makes no 
• further suggestion for improve- 
.- inent.~i Darryl Lanrent, the air- 
/por t  manager, says however, 
. that at beat the system will not 
' i~e installed before 2010,. and 
!ev~)n with that there are dif-  
• ficulties in persuading air car- 
: )tiers. to instal! the corresponding 
:" ii-e~ewing eqmpment m their air- 
:craft, The current cost, Laurent 
about $50,000 per 
, . ' , -  
. , .  . . . .  ~: 
- . . - "  . .  . . ~. 
_ .  - - 
EASY DOES IT! After more than a decade of tenancy in the Tillicum Twin Theatres building, 
the Kalum District Forest office began the task ofmoving out last weekend to its new Ioca- 
tio'n in the B.C. Hydro facilities on Keith Ave. A crane was engaged to lift and lower con- 
tainers to the third flooroffice, where materials were loaded in through a window. The con- 
tainers were then loaded on a flat deck for transportation to the new quarters. One moving 
and storage employee remarked, "It beats using the stairs." 
,E  
GREEN GOLD GRANTS 
Funding for Forestry Public Awareness Projects 
Available to Non-profit Organizations 




FOREST RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 
. . . . 
Applications 
available from: 
Any Ministry of Forests •office, 
Government Agent office or 
c/o Green Gold Grants 
Box 4115, Stn. A, 
Victoria, B.C. vgx 3X4' 
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Thanks to a donation of $376 from the Terrace Co-op and Keenleyside Insurance, the Tar- 
race Child Development Centre will be able to purchase some educational muslcal equip- 
meat for its young clients. The money was raised over the Christmas holidays through a 
gift,wrapping service. CDC staff member Jennifer Neal and client Katie Bernard accepted 
the cheque from Co-op general manager Lawrence Gosselln (left) and Bill Keenleysidelast 
week . .  - , " ~ , i 
• - i i  
i You , .  a lva - '  rchance  to get v e " '  " . i 
" Ksan House .  Cel l  us for support and Inforo 
: matlon If you are a vlctlm of mental or phyalcal 
abuce. We're. avellsble 24 hours a day to  
women, men and chlldmn. Phone 635.6447. 
The Alzhelmer Informetlon line: phone 
635-3178. 
At.ANON FAMILY GROUPS: for family and 
friends of alcoholics. If someone elee's drink- 
Ing Is affeotlng your life, please Joln-us In 
Alanon. Meetlngs are on Monday nlghts at 8 
p.m. In the meetlng room on the Psychlatrlc 
ward of Mills Memorlal Hospital, and at 1:30 
p.m. In the Alcohol and Drug office, downstairs 
from City Hall, 3215 Eby Stree( On Wednesday 
(non.smoking). For more Information, call 
638-1291. 
ALATEEN: for young people affected bY.some- 
one else's drinking. In Alateen you can meet 
others Who share your experience, and learn 
about alcoholism as an Illness. If alcohol Is a 
problem In your family, come to an Aleteen 
meeting on Thursdays from 3:30 to 4:30 at 
Skeana Junior Secondary, Room 111. For more 
Information, call 635-2436. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre needs 
volunteom to assist gel" therapy and pre-sohool 
staff with Individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tivities include: bike ridlog, swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more infor- 
marion contact Maureen or Monique at 
635-9388 or 635-7557. 
The Terrace Youth Centre's hours are: For 10 - 
19 year aide, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7 - 9 
p.m.; For 13 - 19 year aids Fridays, 8:30 p.m. to 
midnight. We offer a variety of programs to In- 
terest everyone who comes through the TYG or 
you can Just hang out, It's up to you. We are 
always in the market for volunteers tool The 
Terrace Youth Centre Is located at 4634 Welsh 
Avenue in the old Ukrainian Hall, phone 
635-2018. 
Every Monday evening It's Cribbage Night et 
Tarreoevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone In 
the community Is Invited to drop In and (:etch 
the action. 
Interested In helping the scouts or Girl Guides, 
or the community? Short on time, but Mill In- 
terested? The B.P. Guild will help you help, 
without necessarily filling your calendar. If you 
don't have the time to become a Scouting 
leader, you can still Imlp Scouts through the 
Guild, or if you wished you had gone Into 
Scouting, the Guild can get you helping with 
Scouting events. For more Information, con- 
tact Finn Lareen at 638.8897. 
Tmace Association for Cemmunny Living 
needs advocates for handicapped people liv- 
Ing In Terrace. For more Information pleas 
phone Janloe at 635-9322. 
The Tontnmelem Club meets on the first and 
• third Tu,,~,dAy of ~ery mo.nth at Osl_~onla _~. 
SecOndary SChool, room 3, at 7:30 p.m. Drop In 
end m what It's all about. 
Do you need a breelc? Come tO COFFEE 
BREAK, an Interdenominational Bible study fo r  
women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. 
Children ages 3 to5 will IoveStoryhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to l l  a.m. atthe Chris- 
tlan Reformed Church, corner of 8parks and 
Straume. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m.. 
No previous knowledge expected. For more in. 
formation or transportation, call Hllda at 
635.7871 or Ruth at 635-2621. We loOk forward 
,to seeing youl 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics Is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the~Psych. Con. 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim. of the group le to provide community 
education about this Illness. Anyone wishing - 
to learn more Or become part of this group Is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further Informetlon. 
The Tenses Dupllcete Bridge Clubmeets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior , 
Secondary in the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
in playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
635-4098 or May McFarland at 635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Family meetings are held the sec- 
ond Wednesday of every, month. For more In. 
formation phone Dabble at 635-4383 or Helen 
at 635-4336. 
Skeena Valley Rubekeh Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
, of the month at 8 p.m. In the Oddfellow'e Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more Information 
call 635.2470. 
Please, assist the less fortunate of Terrace 
The Anti,poverty Group Society is receiving 
donations from people of good will, so that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contribution to treasurer 
Jocephlne Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., vaG 1T3. Phone 635.4831. 
Tenlce Minor Houkey Is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those Interested should 
phoneSandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick KIIborn at 635-3661 evenings, or 835-6511 
during the day. 
Temlee Contact Bridge Club plays the let and 
3rd Thursday of each month at•the LegiOn. 
Register by SOpt. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
8,~S-2ge5 or.Llnda at 635.6W2 or 635-9141. 
The TenlOe Women's Ream~roe Centre'a 
operating hours are Monday to Friday, 12 noon 
to 4 p.m. and Tuesday evenings from 7 p.m. to g 
p.m. We offer confidential support, Informs- 
tics, referrals, legal Info,, support 0taupe, 
drop-in centre and more. 4542 Park Ave., phone 
638-0228. 
The Ik~sl PuqHe Lodge Rle, T~raoe holde 
meetings the 2nd and 4th MOndays of every 
month. For Information ,and membership, 
plebes phone 635-6643 or 635-2416 
Terrace Seventh.Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath khaoh.  
Saturday 9:30 o.m. 
Divine Servlee: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. 
• 3306 Griffiths 





O:30am /11:00am 6:30p.m Wed. 7:00pm. 
Sunday k lmoh 
(for all ages) 
9:4S a.m. 
Sunday SerVia:  
3302 Sparks Street 
Pastor: 
ale Unruh , -  145-WI15 
Paler Sk.m,,0: 
W~lm~lay 7:1111 p.m. 
635, .3232 
_ l J  
631 '1115 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Ministers 
10:30 a.m. Stan Bailey 
Sunday khooh Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazefle Ave. 















11:15 a.m. Evening service: 6:30 p.m. 
635-2454 
I I[I i 
I The Alliance Church ' - . ' - ' ]  
I Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wiebe I I 
I 9:45 a.m. Au't Paltor:DouglasGinn I I 
I Divine Worship: I1:00 a.m. Fellowship hrvlca 6:30 p.m. I I 
I All are cordially invited I I 
I Youth Ministries ,Home Ilible Studies,  Visitation I I 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 1 
• The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: ' i 
9IN o.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
I ! :00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:63 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue l~5- (d l t0  
i i i 
ii I II 1 I I I 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday 8enCase: Pastor:. 
11 e.m. & 6 p.m. Peter 81uye -- 635-2621 
! Coffee Bmelc, Ladies Bible Btudy 
t / i / .mAmm4mUm a.~qiMl a m • •7. J i l t  k, m 
v u q w ~ e ~ m ,  qw wnnB u l t ra .  ~ e i ' -v~ ~l lwe*  
3602 Sparks 888.6173 
n i ! i i i  " 
/ i i! i~z 
• ., ~ - -  . " .  : .  . • ' . '~ . / " ,  " . , . ,  . :  - .  . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  I I  
/ ; !~;•bY~Andren  Deak in ,  " ' ' : ' . ;  . • ~ " ' 
i.~ i~ :• =-Through" 0he long.winter nighta restless Child and a patient •, 
• ;i!y0ungfather listen to the. night So und.s of.the city. • Spread across 
" .!:ithe~.Pages are the happenings 0f.,tl~¢" nightl the crowds.depart; the : 
i I : ; :~S 'r011, tho transportationltrdck ;nmkes its Waythr0u'gh,the ~. 
. . . .  . : sparkling b~sh of first snow; the plows clear, the. streets and the 
head ' city dark, familiar to many asleepyparent, flickers with a 
• ,: ,new. spare lights.EriC Beddows has captured not only the activi- 
_ ~ii(tY~.butalso . the silences and the cold bleakness of the dead oF : ~ 
~ ;: night~Above all, the lively little'boy and the patient, loving • 
• •father become momentarily a part•of Our lives. Here again is a 
' :.i i :b6ok that I can see appealing every bit as much to parents as to 
/~theiry0ung children. Night Cars by Teddy Jam,:with illustrations 
• ~ byEi~ic Beddows is published by Groundw0od Books at $13:95.. 
. , .  • . . 
/i~David ~Macauley has a wealth '~ of. brilliantly c0nceivedi and ex- 
!e~utedintroductions to architecturebehind him. Designed for 
:i young people, Cathedral, Pyramid and others have-foiind their 
i ~iwaY!n0t nifty into school and librarycoilections and the 
" • bookshelves of active young mindS, but also into many an adult 
:~:, Collectioni Iadmit myself an avid Collector. His latest book, The 
. ~i~(ayThings Work, published by Tomas Allen in Canada at 
-$29,95, is another such sparkling forayinto basic principles and 
= theinventions which have derived from them. He begins ina  
• pseud0-scientific way with a dissertation on capturing Wooley 
Mammoths, expounding on the advantages of employing an in- 
C!~ed plane"rather than a tower to raise the rocks which are 
dropped on the Mammoths' heads to make them docile. But 
from here, the uses of inclined plane and the wedge are 
developed into explanations of hOW iocks, cutting machines --  
even the can opener --operate. This Same format :explains levers, 
• : gears and belts, rotating wheels, friction and so on ina clear con- mm 
-: cise Way, and the whole is liberally illustrated by David 
~iMacauiey's inimitable witty drawings. The Way Things Work is a 
comprehensive, highly entertaining and masterfully conceived in:; 
/ troducti6n to the principles behind how things work. Another 
book to add to anyone's bookshelf, not just young people. 
• David Macauley introduced both young people and adults to  
tlie•, basics of design and construction i his admirable books on 
• a/Chitecture. Forrest Wilson discovers for us the mysteries of 
s t r~ and stresses :in buildings in What# Feels Like to be a 
Bbilding, published in Canada by Fitzhenry and White, side at 
,$2~.50. This is simply a marvellous book. I f0und~it fasdnafing, 
butw at  is even niore i i i i po~t ;d6d id  ~9~t~'yoilh~i~r i f f :  " 
troduced it to, from six to adolescence. Professor Wilson relates 
ar~:hitectural stress to the human form • -  when columns bend 
under stress, human figures bend; a house with beams at an angle 
is illustrated by human forms on each other's houlders upport- 
ing two rams, head to head. The clear simple text is augmented 
and explained by vigorous witty drawings. The book was first 
.published in 1969 and is now revised and updated..It should ,. 
never go "out of print. 
-,~ The Canadian Children's Treasury, published by Key Porter " • 
Books at $29.95, is a~ a collection selected from the growing library 
Of Canadian children's literature. Old favorites are represented 
_ here - -  L.M. Montgomery, W.O. Mitchel l -  and contemporary 
writers like Janet Luun, Moniea Hughes and Barbara Smucker. 
There are legends, of the first peoples, adaptations like William 
Toye's The Loan's Necklace, and stories based on the folk tales 
ofthe first immi'grants. Poetry ranges fromRobert Service to 
Dennis Lee and Seal 0'Huigin. The editors have balanced classic 
and contemporary with skill and imagination, giving childrena 
piquant taste of the feast available to them. Fantasy, drama, 
humor and wit are,all presented in a handsome volunm illustrated 
inTidl color with energy and subtlety by seven Canadian il- 
• lustrators whose work was commissioned for this book, [] 
• :;~! ,i: ~ ,/Terrace Rev iew "~ Wednesday, January 18, 1989 
. . - . .  
Work on the Terracovlew Lodge extended care wing has now moved Inside. Although con- 
struction is reportedly•several weeks behind schedule, neither the Terrace Health Care 
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: On all Honda Outboards, 
lawn mowers, Snowblowers, 
Generators, Pumps & Rototillers 
% OFF 
• ° 
HURRY - SALE ENDS JAN. 31 
l l I l I I 
8:00 P.M. 
! Terrace Equipment Sales 
I L~'~ "ffi') A;affable at Sight and Sound ~ l  
/ ~ ;~ " ~ ~ . . . . .  ,=  . . . .  : ~- .~=. .~- . s  4441 Lakelse Avenue 635-6384 
% 
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7 ' FORC-OT TO c&IJAV~ = 
",,,. 
BY JOHNNY.  HART I 
For six.year.old Knute Olson, going through the family 
album with his father Ken' d°esn't bring back the same l " Ii 
memories as other youngsters may enjoy. For Knute, it : The  Ryaff ey Jack Elrod : 
brings back memories of dozens of trips to Vancouver's 
Children's Hospital, several operations and countless 
plaster casts. But today, thanks to financial assistance ' • ~ ~ ~  
from:the Kinsmen's Mothers' March, Knute is a happy,~ I 
energetic,youngster willing to take on any daily challenge i ,.r ¢OI~I.~N'T PO A 
in a child s world. Stow on page 22. . : " . | _ 
• Sunworthy wallpaper 
-%:  " r  
i k - "" : . . )  ~ ~  " /  ,:~,', I w~.~rr~e~_, l . .  
" . • "  " " .  " ! " " / "  ' ' .", ;  i : ' . ,  
I Sally Forth SyGreg Howard I 
:is... ) ~ ~ '.~.~ oF u)o~:~ ~ (_~'tll 
J Andy Capp 
~'( . / I  1"~1~ F~LL-L~I"~!/~og r ~ ] ) 
"'A l! the supplies you need" 
4610 Lazeile Ave. 
635-6600 
THIS WEEK~ 
ACROSS PUZZI,£ ANSWER ' 
1 Thin. as air 
5 Female deer 
8 Fr. River 
12 Type of jacket 
13 Shade tree 
14 Russ. ruler 
15 Contemptible person 
16 Warns 
18 Salad plant 
20 Choral composition 
21 Brad 
23 Oshkosh; abbr. 
24 Excuses 
28 Snakelike fish 
31 Mine product 
32 Candidates list 
33 King. Fr. 53 Rifle 
34 Knock 54 Great Lake 
35 Eastern guide 55 Have been 
38 East Los Angeles, 56 Streets. abbr. 
intl. 
41 Summit 57 Dormitory 
42 Hold 0OWN 
45 MOGdlS 
49 Loath. 2 wds. 1 Network 
51 Trim 2 Sundisk 
52 Belonging to Peer 3 Course 
Gynt's mother 4 Stopping 
" IT '  
. - . - - -  
|| 
5 Tricked 
6 Palmyra leaf palm 
7 Ostrich.like bird 
8 Futile 
9 Temperature line 
10 Rational 
11 Former 
17 Telegraph money 
order, init. 
19 Colorado ski resort 
22 Ogle 
24 Pro 
25 "~ pro nobis" 
26 One who regrets 
27 Depots 
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46 Pert. to flight 
47 Den 
48 Stalk 
50 Egypt. king 
I I  
i i  
By Reggie Smythe I 
__.__ 
f 
J im,  
I DOON ESBU RY BY QARRY TRUOEAU 
• . i 
1.4/~/on:, A~"  ~1 
i 
. m  - • 
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c o nvJ c t t:o,n:sl in ::. terrac:e:,, prov)nc ial  c rt 
seven days-in jail and fined Tuesday, December 6 
,,,;:/Decetnber in Terrace provi~dal  . 
i , ~CoU).L according to ir~formation 
• "~ (~ ,~, i -  : ' " ; ,  ' ' : , . " 
i supplied"bY the court regtstry. 
. 
$500 and sentenced to 14 days in 
00 fordriving while prohibit- GeoffreyTarrant was sen- 
;ed to dose, Fagan wasgiven an tenced to  14 days in jail :and 
additional consecutive r 14-day given a six month drivers license 
sentence ands nine month dfiv- suspension for impaired riving. 
$700 and given a six month 
di ivers,  license suspension 
for impaired: riving. 
Gregory Radek was fined 
$550-and given a six month 
jail on two counts of obstructing 
a police officer, Prescott was  .... 
also. fined-.$500 for assaulting a. 
police officer;.." 
• .~ . .Friday, December 2 
.... :.i-;:': .Marvin Skulsh was sentenced 
• :: to'::14.days in jail and placed on 
:~j/~robation for six months for 
impaired riving. 
. . . .  ~ : : : "L~-Kuemper  was fined 
" : ;800,for impai~,ed driving,.. 
"...-il :Kenny Tashoots .was fined 
. : :$I00 for theft, 
- Allan Hudson was fined $600 
-"for impaired driving, 
: :  . ~i.. Roy Beekley was fined $1,500 
and placed on probation for one 
> ,year ' for trafficking in a nar- 
• cotic. 
• ers license st~spension for im- 
paired ,driving. 
Martin Johnson was sen- 
tenced to 30 days in jail and 
given a one year drivers license 
suspension for impaired riving. 
Johnson also received a consec- 
utive three month •sentence for 
assaulting a police officer. 
Gordon pete was sentenced to
one day in jail for illegal posses- 
sion of narcotics, Pete was given 
an additional seven day consecu- 
tive sentence for failure, to ap- 
pear in court. 
Gary Gorow was fined $400 
and given a six month drivers 
license suspension for impaired 
Tarrant was also given three, 
four-month concurrent sentenc- 
es for breaking and entering and 
committing an indictable of. 
fense and. two counts of theft, 
and placed on probation for one 
year. 
Fflday, December 9 
Dean Schmidt was fined 
$400 for driving while prohib- 
ited to do So, 
Brett Friel was fined $150 
for theft~ 
Michael Desjardins was 
fined $550 and given a six 
month, drivers license sus- 
pension for impaired riving. 
Michael Dignard was fined 
drivers license suspension 
for, impaired riving. 
Tuesday, December 13 
Rocky Wilson was fined $300 
and placed on probation for six. 
months for theft. 
Fddey, December 16 
Dwain Marsh was fined $250 
for driving without due care and 
attention. 
Monday, December 19 
ThurSday,. December 22 
Brent Schmidt was fined a 
total of $600 and giventwo 
concurrent six month probation 
Orders on two counts of commit- 
.ting mischief. 
Martin Judd was sentenced to
three months in jail for impaired 
driving. - 
Fdday, December 30 
• .Lisa Talt w~ placed-on 18 Lillian Guy was f'med:: $400 
months probation for obstruct- and.given a six month, drivers. 
ing a police officer, license suspension for impaired 
Michael Prescott was fined driving; 
: :  ...: : Monday, December 5 
i :~D~el :Fag~ W senten~ as. driving. 
• . ! t 
CLASSIF D 
: ~ ~:CT:~ ' \ :  " %: : :  
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ado appear In the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
Newapapers Auo~lmtlon and reach more than 1,000,000 homu and a potential two million readers. 
~ I 
i 
~:~ilAUTOMOTIVE BUSINESS EQUIPMENT AND GARDENING HELP WANTED 
gas, diesel OPPORTUNITIES. MACHINERY Interested in Greenhouse or B.C. & Yukon Sales Reps 
new or used. New hl-tech printing corn- Hydroponic  Gardening? required.i Firm specializing 
volume factory pany requires commissioned 5 Ton Flatdeck ciw 1987 Greenhouses $195., Hydro- in custom screened caps, 
• dealer; Call for pre, approv- dealers throughout prey- Pitman HL800, 8 ton stiff ponic Gardens $39., Halides club jackets, teamuniforms, 
ed~=Credit. Call collect ;464- ince. First Product: Colour- boom crane, low hours, 4 from $140. Over 2000 pro- and retail sales.•To compli- 
0271. D5231. • image bus!ness Cards. stage, reaches up to 60 ft.; ducts]n stock, super ltr~c;es, ment" •existing sales route. 
$1 Down lessees new car or"  Photog'i;ff'ph~rs [)referi;ed: ~ W:C.B. ~al~Pri~ved/na'nba~-! Free Catalogue call- Toll ~ __  - -  
.truck..<Seven year warranty. No investment. Inquiries: ket for crane or forklift, Free 1-800-663-5619. Water REAL ESTATE i; 
Payments from $139.1Mo. 2600Wallace St., Vancouver 1982 G.M.C. 1 Ton 4X4 Farms, 1244 Seymour St., K ~  ~ ~ ~'~ 'e  
• •IIO;A.C. Call lease manager V6R 3V5. (604)222-1232. Vancouver~ B.C. V6B 3N9. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Information call or write, 
HEALTH & BEAUTY Jack Pardue, Block Bros. 
250 ACIDC electric welders National Real Estate Service Hope Cancer Health Centre. 
Information, education, sup- (604)860-7500, (604)861-5211 
chainblocks, drills, grinders, port, counselling and semin- or 2070 Harvey Avenue, 
for trade-in. Call 1-800-663- comealongs, turfers, etc. are for cancer patients and Kelowna B.C. VIY 8P8. 
families. 732-3412 Toll Free SERVICES 6933 t Dick Miller) DL.8196. European Body Wrap. Great 
-I.eas-elBt~y any r~ewlused profit potential. Entrepre.. lators, Minolta photocopier. 1-800-663-5137 courtesy of Complete Divorce. Just 5-15 
truck or van with no money neur Magazine has it listed 1(604)359-7552. Fraternal Order of Eagles. weeks for $69.95 plus court 
• down O~A.C. Deal direct in the top 500 Business costs. Processing extra. No 
Opportunities. All natural • FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED court.o~ppearance. No con- 
vitamin and mineral. Lose 5 sent s necessary. •with Factory Brokers. Call Roofing Foreman wanted to pouse Keithcollect for pre-approv- , work in Powell River, B.C. Eligible?? Find out!i Free 
ed credit. 290-365,9. D.6102. to 15 inches. No water loss. A Free Hunting, Fishing, Top Wages and benefits in- information $ Divorce Actl 
No Mud or Mess. Call 1- Camping Catalog ($6.00 va- eluding Medical and Dental. Same system since. 1970. 
• No down payment and bank 800-265-1922. lue). Send your expired Phone 1-485-2358. Divorcervice,  687 2900. 
financing O.A.C. Leaselpur- ~ ~ s  hunting or fishing • license 
chase new, - used trucks, cars.  B.C.'s largest Ford opportunity• available to (photocopy acceptable) and S ~ -  -Also: Save ~ U-Sell Real 
qualified applicants. An in- S.I.R. will mail a free 388 160 K ly r  (Documented). Estate kit $149. U-Type Cor- 
Dealer since 1927. Call Bob • vestment of $995. will prey- page (over 6,500 items) An- Int'l. 18 year old water purl- poration Kit $15. plus costs, i 
• Langataff collect 522-2821. D.#5276. ide training, earning poten- nual Sportsman Catalog. fication co., seeking distri- 201-1252 Burrard St., Van- 
t lalof $36,000+. Full/part- S.I.R. Mall Order, Dept. butors in your area. 50 - couver) B.C. 687-2900. 
13USINESS time. Phone 683-1665. Graf- 247, 1385 EIIice Avenue, 70% close ratio, car bonus ICBC Injury Claims? Call ' 
OPPORTUNITIES fito Marketing Corp., 1500 Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3G program, company financ- ing, proven lead system. Dale C, arr-Harrls- 20 years 
Pathfinder Vacations. The West Georgia, Vancouver 3N1. Offer expires March -Call Mr. Roberts (403)421- a trial lawyer with five years 
forerunner and leader In V6G 2Z6. medical school before law. .31) 1989; 9800. i 
deluxe motorhome rentals is EDUCATIONAL 0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
undergoing expansion in W ~ p a n e s e  For- Wanted: Dispatcher. Mov- perlenced In head Injury 
satelite areas. Applications Ing and storage co. in B.C. and.other major claims. Per- 
are now being accepted for sign Exchange students Trapline For Sale. West Greater Vancouver area re- centage fees available. ;I 
agents•in your area. Capital while supplementing • your side Bell-Irving River. Ap- quires experienced dlspbt- 
Investment required from income. Responsibilities: prox. 35 miles. Cabin and char, with Van Line exper- TRAVEL  ! i  
contacting "schools, arrang- some equipment. Marten, lance. State salary expected. South American escorted 
$10,000withable to os financlngwho qualify.avail- ing activities, promoting In- wolverine, beaver, mink. Reply to: Box 373, clo The tour from Vancouver April 
• Investment secured by 1989 ternatlonal understanding. Phone Bruce at (604)842- News, 34375 Cyril St., Ab- 1. Visit Rio, Iquassu, Buo. 
motorhome(s). Call 1-800- Please call 485-9105 after 4 6280, botsford~ B.C. V2S 2H5. nee Aires. $1995. sharing 
663,7848 or (604)533-3177 p.m." for details. Roger Mackay. Learn • The Secrets Of Have a delightful profitable includes air, hotel, tours, 
That's Rlghtl Own your own Chording On Guitar. Now Light fixtures, electrical me- careerin.homeWithfashionMa Cherleshows. Ltd.Ex. andCall reservations.530-5855 for brochure ~.,! 
home study course. Fast, tore, generators, phase con- elusive Llpgerle and Lel- Dr iv ing to vancouver? business In real estate. No easy method. Guaranteedi vertors, transformers, fans, surewear. (604)832-6507, 
ii 
real estate license Or exper- For Free Information, ~ Write: welders, wiring materials. Box 850, Salmon Arm, B.C. $39.95 Drive and Stay Spec- 
lence required. Necessary Popular Music Systems, Frlesen Electric, Abbots- lal at the Blue Boy Motor training and Inventory re- quired. $8,000 - $18,.O~7~ In- Studio 6B, 3284 Bouoherle ford. 859-7101 or 1-800-663- VIE 4N9. Hotel with this ad. 725.S.E. 
:vestment. (403)488 7561, Road, Kelowna, B.C. VIZ 6976. Reporter Wanted. A Fraser Mar ine  Drive. 1-800 663- 
2H2. Valley Community News- 6715. Expires March 30, 
Edmonton, . Master 1988 Tax Reformi paper Is seeking an exper- 1989. ,i~1 
Toning Tables. Canadian Indepth correspondence Lighting Fixtures. Western lanced, aggressive general WANTED 
m~de' C°mplete training course °n pers°nal 'Income Canada's largeM display' rep°rter wh°' Is skilled In il 
and promotional package, tax, $225. fee covers all Wholesale and retail. Free news and feature writing. Wanted to rent. Lease to 
Tremendous growth •poten- costs and Is tax deductible, catalogues available. Nor- Send resumes to 45856 purchase or caretake large 
t la l ,  Financing and leasing Phone collect: Personal Tax burn Lighting centre., 4600 Chasm Avenue, Chllllwack, farm or ranch. Have farm :~ 
aVailable starting at Services (403)482 5614:..Reg i::ast Hastings Street, Burn- B.C. V2P 1N6. All resumes Ing and logging equlj)ment. I 
4h m . . $24,800. Call 1 800 285 istered B,C. Private ~raln= aby, B.C. VSC 2K5. Phone should be received by Jan- P~one Col lect:74z-4416 
1.922. . lag Institution. . 1-299-0666, uary 25t.h. . evenings and mornings,. . ... [ I I ]1  . ~ 
!i:iiBuyl lease any 
.car ' or  truck, 
: :: Direct from 
flatdeck, •toolboxes, comp- 
. . . .  at (604)465-8931. DL5584. 2800 sq ft  Auto Repair ressor, 1983-200 amp. Lin- 
Take over payments 1988 Shop, 160 ' frontage by 99', coin welder. 4 Miller Dialarc 
Bronco II $399. per month, in Chilliwack, Fraser Valley. 
All makes, cars • and trucks Sell business and good will (3 months (~lod)l. s Assorted 
• available. Cash allowances or property only. Call Herb construction , torches, 
1(604)792-2060) 9-5 pro. 
Konica Fax machine, calcu- 
................... $1S9.  for  2S  words ($3 ch dditio rd) Re  .......... ' ; per  ea a hal we Call TIN} Ter race  v l  a t  635-7840 • , i , . 
"L~ 
A 
" l ' .  
i" 
Employment.Opportunities ::r- 
e • , 
.l! 
C.K.C. registered Collie pupsi Lassie 
color, suitable for pet show and 
breeding stock. Asking $250. & up. 
Phone evenings or weekends 
635-4217. 1127 
Purebred registered German 
Shepherd puppies; male and female. 
Both parents can-be seen. Asking 
$250 and up. Phone 635-3826; 2/3 
Wanted: Mammoth Donkey Jack to. 
service mare in spring of '89. R. 
• Hues, R.R. 1, Telkwa, B.C. Phone 
846-5380. 2/3 
i i i  
with the community (eg, rides, child care, free items). In additiOn there will be no charge for 
"Lost & Found" or for ads placed by individuals eeking:work. . . . .  
RATES: Non Display-per issue; s4.00 for 30 words or less, additional wordS:5¢ each/ '::'::: :::' 
Display - per issue; s4.75 per column inch. ;: ...... ' : ':~ :: 
We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
TERMS: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment o: 4535 Greig Ave., ... 
Terrace, B.C. VgG IM7 
Important  Message for  Businesses and Managers! 
WORRIED ABOUT WHMIS? 
We will help you comply with the amendments to the Hazar- 
dous Products Act that require very workplace in ,Canada to 
have a WHMIS - -  Workplace Hazardous Materials Informa, 
tion System. 
• Inventor, of Im~mlous  mtedab .:~: 
• labe!!!ng nnd*clmdfication • ... -. 
• mterlal safety data sheets (MSDS) ~ : i~!..i 
• employee l~aing • " " r~ . A:" 
Call US today for free Initial eonnltaflon, 
Sheridan 3ackman Consultants Inc. 
A.4506LakelseAvenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G IP4 
Telephone (604) 635-9511 
I I 
UNIQUE FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY • 
, ~  Chocolates & 
Cappucclno Bar 
• Dean's Chocolates, a well-known name since 
1930 in Western Canada, is now •launching his 
new MULTI-PROFIT CENTER franchising concept. 
Dean's stores features 
Due Exclusive: 
• Deans' Choco la tes  
• Ice Cream, Nuts & Candy 
. t  Cappuccino - -  Coffee 
• European Pastries 
We Offer :  A profitable track record, full training, 
" quality name and reputation. 
Location Avai lab le:  Skeena Mall 
Minimum Cash Investment $40,000. Call or write, 
Franchise Director - -  Dean's Chocolates 
14B 7621 Vantage Way, Delta, B.C., V4G 1A6 
Phone: (604) 946-1116 
Princess House Canada, a Colgate- 
Palmolive Company famous for cry- 
stal, china, silverware and other 
decorator products. To find out how 
to become a consultant. Call collect 
624.3445. Serious caller only. 2/17 
1980 Mazda GLC, 5-speed hatch- 
back. Good condition, brand new 
battery and starter. Great first car. 
$2,000 she. Phone 635-9217 and ask 
for Darcl. 1118p 
1982 Honda Prelude; low miles, 
.automatic transmission, power 
sunroof. Asking $5,000. Phone 
638.8513. 1127 
1980 Mazda GLC; 5 speed, hatch- 
beck, good condition. Brand new 
battery & stealer. Great first car. 
Asking $2,000 obo. Phone 635-9217 
and ask for Darcl. tfn 
t980 Ford Thunderbird, runs well, no 
rust, 302 motor, $3,000 firm. Phone o,~..,~1.;, 1/27 
11174 Cimv Ceprl, good runnlng con- 
dltlon, $500 obo. Phone 635-2264, 
,, I118p 
• . . .  , , l 
Willing to clean your house at a 
reasonable rate. Phone 632-73461127 
Mature, mspoMIbls young woman 
will do all houaekesplng duties two 
or three hours a week for $8. per 
hour. References available. Phone 
635-5416. 2/3 
,tO~4 C~W ~1)~ good run~ng ~co.~n- ~ bebysltter ~ for 
dltlOn,:M~O bee. PhOne • i /~  ~ weekend sitting. Phone ~ n c  
• REPORTER WANTED 
Michael Kelly 
Experienced newspaper reporter for a weekly 
newspaper wanted; Photographic skills required 
and preferably your own 35 mm camera equipment. 
Salary negotiable d pending onexperience. 
Send resume to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
or phone 
635-7840 
RESEARCH POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
For a joint project of Terrace MulticuRural Association and - 
the Women's Resource Centre to conduct a NEEDS ASSESS- 
MENT SURVEY OF NEW CANADIANS in the areas of 
health care and English as a second language. 
Both positions will report to aSteering Committee. 
RF~EARCHER: An understanding and sensitivity of the 
New Canadian exi~'rience is essential. This position requires 
research, interview and supervisory skills. Second language is 
an asset. 
30/hour week 
$375.00/week for 24 weeks 
ASSISTANT: An understanding and sensitivity Of the New 
Cana ian ex den ,is essential.~Tki ' si "on=requdes~com-~,:~ 
munication sk!lls and a willingness to:l.e ~ ,~arn research techni- 
ques..Clerical skills are an asset. 
30/hour week 
$300.00/week for 20 weeks 
For further information phone Mary 638-0994 (days) or 
Linda 635-6631 (evenings). 
Submit resumes by Wednesday, January 25, 1989 to: 
NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY 
Box 665 
Terrace, B.C., VgG 4118 
QUESNEL RIVER PULP COMPANY 
INSTRUMENT MECHANIC 
Our company has an employment opportunity in the above 
Wade at  our modern Chemi-thermomechanical Pulp Mill 
located in Quesnel, British Columbia. We are presently 
constructing a new mill which will increase our capacity to 
800 TPD. 
The successful instrument mechanic will be required to have 
a good working knowledge of all aspects of the instrument 
trade, with preference given to a tradesman who has had 
experience with a distributed control system. 
Relocation assistance is •available and we offer an attractive 
benefit package. Please send resume outlining qualifications 
and experience to: 
Personnel Services 
Quemel River Pulp Company 
P.O. Box 9500 
Queend, B.C. 
Y2J SC3 
Dollhoulm, hand made. 3' tall, 3 
stories, totally enclosed. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. Asking $200 
0b o. ~0ne (24-8562. 2/3 
Tundra full olze hlgh rise blue pick- 
up canopy, llke new. Asking $1,200 
firm. Phone 635-5630 after 4 p.m. on- 





to work full time in a 
progress ive  modern  
salon. Must: have B.C. 
license and 21 years 
experience: .Apply a t :  
Rhonda's 
Hair Designs 
4624 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B .C.  
638-8787 
Royal Albert, Old Country Rose 
china, crystal punch bowl & 18 glas- 
ses. Phone 638-0240 after 5 p.m. or 
weekends. 1126 
Double to queen size bedspread 
with matching shams. Curtains and 
2 bedside lamps, brand new. Asking 
$3001for works. Coffee table and 2 
end tables, ex. cond. solid brass 
handles. Asking $3001set. Loveseat 
with extra pillows, ex. cond. Asking 
$300. Phone 635-2580. 1/26 
New Alpine stereo system; 80 watt 
amp. and 2 speakers. Paid $1,100. 
Asking $500. Hours used only. 
Phone 638-8609. 1126 
8hot gun -- Franchi Hunter, 12 
gauge, semi-automatic; $350. Rifle 
---3006 Ruger M77, plus 4-power 
• Bushnell scope with duplex cross 
hairs; $500. Phone 6244726. 1127 
As new boy's hockey skates, top 
quality Micron brand, $25 per pair, 
.sz. 11, 12~..1.~Phone 638-8398 or 
:635-4140. ~ tfnc 
Apple lie, 128K6 mem0"ry," super 
serial card, two disk drives, amdek 
amber monitor with support bridge, 
programs, etc. $1,250. Phone 
635-7636. 1/18p 
Game for sale -- Plctlonary, new 
and still in original wrap. Regular 
price, $29.99. Will sell for $25.00. 
Phone 635-5544. 1111p 
Mens' Micron skates, $40. Darius 
double speaker, $50. 12" black & 
white TV, $50. Phone 638.8025. 1127 
Baby snuggly, $10. Blankets, $2, 
Clothes-.50/$1. Phone 624-5608. 1127 
WANTED: 1968 Johnson 9.5 0ut- 
board for parts. Phone 624-4264. 1127 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
As new boy's hockey skates, tOP 
quality Micron brand, $25 per pair, 
oz. 11, 12 & 1. Phone 638.8398 or 
6354140. tfnc 
12](14 Sundsnce trampoline, $800: 
18 cu.ft, deep freeze (1 yr. old), $350: 
hood cover for Astro or Safari van, 
$50: Smith torch set with extra tips, 
small acetylene & oxygen tanks with 
cart. $550:14 feet new 6-Inch securi. 
ty chimney !ideal for s.paoe heaters), 
$100:2 18"x46" approved hearth 
pads, $25 each: square-nose 
shovels, $2 each: assortment of new 
black wood stove pipe, make •offers. 
Phone 638-8897. 1125p 
Sears Kenmore Energy Saver por- 
table dishwasher. Can be converted 
to built-in, 7 different functions, ex 
cond. Asking $300. Phone 638-8406. 
1126 
Beautiful large bud (:offee table with 
driftwood legs. Asking $550. Phone 
635-2507. 1126 
30-lash Kenmom Mark II self clean. 
Ing range, white. $350.00. Phone 
635-2422. 1111p 
Crefmatl© double bed, one-year.old, 
vibrator and heating pad, $2,500. 
Phone 635-6845. 1111o 
Microwave; Candle pt. 6, excellent 
condition. Asking $150, Phone 
638-8755. Ii27 
Two cushion sough; beige on 
wooden frame and chair, ASkin0 
$160. Phone 624-5562, 




- _ | 
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30-Inch Kenmore Mark II self clean- On Thomhlll-bench,,cozyl.bedroom 
lag range, white. $350.00. Phone- house.with view. Ideal for live-In ar- 
635-2422. 1118p tist's studio ;or young couple, 
Cmflmatlc double bed, vibrator, $2501month.'Phone 635-5176. 
Available Feb. 1. 1125p hdat!ng pad, head and, foot eleva.' 
tlon,.: I: year old. $2;500. Phone .... 1 " " " 
e35:6845. 2/22p 
Loveseatpius2cheirs, $4004 Rattan / 
dinette"set, glass table top with 4 
chairs,: $400.; Sony 20 color TV. L/oat, male Siamese cat from Park 
$250.Yamaha portable organ, $300. Ave.ISparks St. area. 7 years old, 
• Stereo stand, $50. Phone 635-7466; wearing brown collar. Phone 
" ' * 1 " 213 635-2264. 1118nc 
. , ' . .  " - .  : 
~_ 
FOR LEASE 
• ,~:. • Store Front 
Warehouse 
• Light Industrial 
1 unit, 9S1 sq. ft. 
1 unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, !,735 
sq. ft. each. Some office. 




Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
faci l i t ies and  park ing .  
638-8398 ,fag 
C , "  ' 
I 
FOR RENT 
.1 ,  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
. laundry facilities & balconies 
. At the comer of Kalurn & Scott 
. Close to downtown & schools 
. Rents start at $340.00 
. References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635-3922 or 635-5224 
55 hp Johnson outboard motor; con- 
trois, 2-5 gal, tanks, new spare prop 
included. Phone 638.1938 or 
638-8111. Ask for Jim. 2/3 
I 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
"st Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfnc 
I 
Hadoy Dnvldeon FXR, 1340cc, In- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 
firm. Phone 635.7840 end oak for 
Mark. tfnp 
1986 Honda Reflex 194co Driven 
150km. excellent condition. Great 
for around town, highway or out in 
the bush. Asking $1,450 obo. Phone 
627-7247. 1120 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 1 to:3 p.m. 
The Cupboard Is located in. the 
Skeens Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made in between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 1125p 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638.8429or 638-8398. , tfnc 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to. 
make? Understanding all your al- 
ternatives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anyUme. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kltlmat Crisis Line and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfn p 
"Best in Town!" 
Summit  Square  , 
Apartments 
O...o.,,om: '1 I  wo. m ,roe: 1 
*325 per monlh I! '36o.ooo,. 
1 Attractive, sp;¢lous, with storage room. 
• Colored appliances and fixtures. 
M Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
M Large balconies with screened patio door#. 
I Launduy facilities. 
• 8ecorlty enter.phones and deadbolta. 
i Fully draped and ¢o'ordlnlted to wlw' Carpets. 
M 8Ix channel satellite T.It, 
41 Racquet oour ta .  
" " "  1 " 1 Ample parking. 
• • Refenm¢ee r~ulred. 
Phone: 635-5968 .... :: 
J 
[E!E 
Abortion Counselling, Information 
and referral service. Fridays 10-12.: 
Phone 638-0994. After hours 
635-3487. Confidentiality assured. 
tfn 
Professional man, 51, wants to meet 
an attractive lady for a permanent 
relationship.• Must be able to 
relocate. All replies confidential. 
Please replY,to:File 25, clo Terrace 
Review; ~¢,35: Greig Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1M7. !1.18,2/lp 
'~  " ,  
Will trade 40 acres with creek, 
located 30 miles north Of Terrace, 
for a pickup truck and fifth wheel or 
a travel trailer. Call collect-- Angele 
at (604) 492-3623, 3122p 
10x52' one bedroom trailer with 
wood heat. Cozy open living, dining, 
kitchen area. Frldge, stove Included. 
Two ad(Jltlons and wood sheds. 
Fenced yard, garden and green- 
house. Very reasonable pad rent in 
• town. Serious Inquires only. Phone 
635-3103 after 5 p.m. 1127 
1972 Safeway mobile home; 3 
bedrooms, utility room, fridge, 
stove, natural gas furnace. Available 
in March. Asking $9,200 obo. Phone 
635-9268. 3/3 
1978 KIT Companion trailer; 3-way 
power electric brakes, new furnace, 
fridge and stove, sleeps 6. Asking 
$5,000 obo. Phone evenings 
635-5892. . 1127 
1980 Front|er 8' camper;, comes with 
3-way frldge, 4 burner stove with 
oven, port-a-potty closet, hydraulic 
Jacks. Asking $4,500. Phone 
627-7247. 2/3 
Gord's Antique and Modem Fur- 
nlture Restoration: refinishing and 
repair. For best results. Call 
638-8684 after 5 p.m. 1118 
1980 Ford Van; V8, very good condi- 
tion, frldge, stove, sink, CB radio, 
stove uses propane or electricity, Is 
an extendavan. Asking $5,500 firm. 
Phone 628-3348. 1120 
19/7 Ford 4x4 pickup; excellent run- 
ning condition. Some rust. Has been 
parked for past 2 winters. Asking 
$1,100. Phone evenings 635-5892. 
1/27 
19/2 • Chev cA-ton; high performance 
350, good tires. Asklng $1,000. 
Phone 632-2429. 1127 
1974 Econollne van; ps, pb, asking 
$1000 obo. Utility trailer with 
canopy, 8450 obo. Phone 824-3937. 
2/3 
1979 Ford F.150 pick.up; automatic 
trans, tape deck and radio. Asking 
$1,300. obo, Phone 638-1419 after 2 
p.m. 2/3 
1980 GMC 4x4, short wheelbase, 
ood running condition. Call 
2189 after 6 p.m. 2/8p 
1980 Ford truck with 1977 camper. 
$7,000. Phone 635-6845. 2/22p 
19/9 Ford pkdkup F-150, automatic 
trans., tape deck and rsdlo. Asking 
$1,300 O80. Call 638.1419 after 2 
p.m. 2/22p 
F.xerelee bike and exercise equip- 
ment wanted as soon as possible. 
Please phone 638-8398. 1118(: 
8.bedroom homm or ansrtmont 
needed for new resident o the area. 
Leave a message at 796-2503 or call 
after 6 p.m. 1125p 
3-bedroom home required as soon 
as possible by responsible govern- 
ment employee, close to town and 
schools. References upon request. ;. 
Phone 638.8178. 1125p 
• ; : ,  " • 
 g|l 
.. •'TENDERS INVITED 
Project 994038, Interior Painting Dormitory, ' 
Ministry of Forests, Airport Site, Dease 
Lake, B.O. 
Tender documents may be obtained from 
B.C. Buildings Corporation, 4825 Kelth 
Avenue; Terrace, B,O. VSG 1K7 from 
Janualy 4, 1989. 
Sealed Tenders will be received ai the 
above addroso until 3:00 p.m., January 20, 
1989 and will be opened In public at that 
time, 
For further Information call Rod Peters In 
Terrace at 638.3221, 111~ 
( ~ 1  PROVINCE OF BRFFlSH COLUMBIA 
• MINISTRY OF 
TRAHSPORTATION 
AND HI6HWAYS 
HIGHWAYS -- TENOEM 
EboferM Diofdct: Nlin 
H l~ l~ Dis~: Stlkina 
I~  m' , I~ NSllm': A5141 
I~  or JIg D ~ :  Clearing. Grubblng and 
Olsposal of Material for Relocation of 
Highway/Airstrip at Bob Qulon on Highway #37, 
LOwest or any Tender not noce~ly  accepted. 
Tceder O~e~g. ~ l l lma:  February 02," 1989 at 
10:00 a,m, 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 0epees, Cheque is no{ re- 
quired, 
Tender documents with envstope, plans, spgctflca- 
tlons and contB"ions of tender are available free of 
charge ONLY from Stlklne DIslrlct Office, comer of 
SUklce & Commercial Odve, General Delivery. Deace 
Lake, B.C, VOC 1LO. between the hours of 8:30 a,m, 
.and 4:00 p.m. Monday to Friday, except Holidays, 
Phone numher.,of-o~gioatlng~offlce: 711-45tz1.~ mr..; 
Pro-Tender meeting will he held at: 9ob Ouinn Lake 
Highways Camp. 
Date/Time: Jano~y 27, 1989 at 11:00 a,m. 
Tenders will be opened at Stlkino Dlstdct Office, cur." 
nor of Stlklne & Commercial Drive, General I)eflvery, 
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RENTALOF CONSTRUCTION EOtilPMiENT 
The Ministry of Forests invites submissions to its 
Equipment Rental Submission Lisl for the 1989:90. 
fiscal year. Only those units listed will be used by the 
Forest Regions and Districts when hiring construction 
an(] maintenance equipment on an hourly basis. The 
following types of equipment may be required: skid- 
ders, dumptrucks, crawler tractors: scrapers: front- 
end loaders: graders: excavators and .backhOes: 
shovels and cranes:- pile driving equipment; rock drill- 
ing equipment; compaction equipment; miscellaneous 
heavy duty construct!onequipment. 
Rentals will normally be on an aIHound hourly rate 
basis except dump tro~:ks and.miscellaneous equip- 
ment, where different rate systems are in effect, Ren- 
tal rates will be requested ifand when the equipment 
)s required• 
Interested equipment owners are Invited to list their 
equipment giving the following Infer[nation: 
Make, model, serial number, year. 
and attachments for each machine: 
business address, telephone number 
and Workers' Compensation number. 
Written submissions should De forwardedbefore 
February 17, 1989, to: 
Manager, Enginnedqo Section 
Timber Harvesting Branch 
Ministry of Forests 
1450 Government Slreol 
Victoda, B.C. VSW3E? 1/18c 
p 
~ .  PROVINCE OF 
BRmSH COLUMBIA 
~olFmB 
NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTIH ACT 
R.S.C. 1906, Ckatote¢ N.22 
The Ministry of Forests of British Columbia hereby 
gives notice that it has, under Section 9 of the said 
Act, dePOsited with the Ulnister of Transport, at Ot- 
tawa. and in the office of the District RoOtstrar of the 
land TRIS Otstrlct of Prince Rupml at Prince Rupert. 
British Columbia description of the site and plans of 
t.he bddOe now being bulB, over the $kesna River at . .  
Pitman bstwesiz Lot 3076, Range 5. Coast District on 
the west Side OF the Skesna River and unsuf~d 
Crown Land on the east side. 
And take notice that after the explratisn of one month 
from the date of the publication of this notice. The 
Ministry OF Forests of British Columbia ~iif under Se¢- 
• ~tion ,9.OF" the ~said Act,appty tO ~ .Minister of 
Transpefl, for approval of the said site and plans. - 
Written objestlons based on the effect of the wo[k on 
madce naviOation may be directed to: Director 
General. Aids & Waterways, Canadian Coast Guard, 
Oep&'lment of Transport, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A ONT. 
Dated at Victoria this 5th day of January, t989. 
• POFu H. Dawmz. 
111k 
( ~  PROVINCE OF 
BRASH COLUMBIA 
Mlnlsby of Transportation 
and Highways 
HIRED EQUIPMENT REGISTRATION 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways in the Deaee lake 
Highways District i8 compiling its Hired Equipmentlist and advises 
all persons or companies wishing to have their rentable equipment 
such as trucks, backhoes, loaders, excavators, graders, rollers, 
scrapers, or tractors listed that they should contact the District Of- 
fice st Doses Lake. 
Equipment previously listed must be re.reglstersd uring the month 
of January. 
Full details of equipment Including serial numbers are required for 
registration. 
D.P. Stood, 
District Highways Manager. 
Dated at Dease lake, B.C. this 16th day Of January, 1989. lrac 
$60,000 plus 
Are you a highly Motivated Sales Person? Do you 
want the opportunity to earn over $60,000.00 per 
~h!tne?wmJa~! ;~; :::cO: ;: f:s :  : :  :~ :: s
• i 
simile, Electronic Typewriter Salesperson[ 
Generous Salary Guarantees plus Commission and 
Full Company Benefits. • 
Interested? Send Confidential Resume to: 
Carlboo Business Systems Ltd. 
1050- 4th Ave.sue, 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 331 
or phone BHI or Steve at 563-7794 
I I I  II I I I I 
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 meals . . . . .  . - -  
O!her than a :contribution. to  ;, 
canvassers knocking a t  your 
door, there's one more way you 
can support the ~ 1989 .Kinsmen. 
Mothers' March. All it t~ikes i a 
visit to one of •several par- 
ticipating restaurants inthe Ter- 
race areaon Jan., 28 or 29, and a 
portion of the cOSt of your meal 
will be donated to tlie campaign. 
Everyone wins.., the Mothers' 
March, 3~ou and your family. 
-Terrace Kinette Kathy Hicks 
is in charge ofthis portionof the 
1989 Mothers' Ma/ch campaign 
and she, explains that par- 
ticipating restaurants can  be 
identified b]/a ~Mothers' March 
poster displayed in the• window 
of the restaurant. She says that 
once inside, each table will• have 
a "tent card" listing menu 
spef ia ls  designated to the 
Mothers' March campaign. 
Local food outlets that have 
signed up to date, according to 
Hicks, include the Woolworth's' 
cafeteria, the Donut Factory, 
s iumbel Lodge, Tim Horton's 
Do'nuts, Inn of the West, Ter- 
race Hote l ,  Dairy Queen, 
Quarterdeck, A & W Restau- 
rant, Bavarian Inn, Savalas 
Steak House, Polly's Care, 
Sandman Inn, Mr. Mikes, Don 
Diego's and theNorthern Motor 
Inn. But she suggests you watch 
for the-posters - -  others may 
have signed up in the meantime. 
Hicks says that Mothers' 
March Meals. Campaign has 
been organized through the co- 
operation of the B.C. Kinette 
Clubs and the B.C. Women's 
Auxiliary to B.C.'s Kinsmen 
Clubs. She explains that all pro- 
coeds will g0 towards upporting. 
the Kinsmen Rehabilitation 
Foundation, which provides er- 
vices for men, women and chil- 
dren • with physical disabilities in
all areas of the province. She 
says services include special 
equipment and its maintenance, 
technical aids, information 
d is t r ibut ion  and  travel 
assistance. 
According to Hicks, last 
year's Mothers' March Meals 
Campaign raised $224.50 of the 
$10,500 raised in the Terrace 
area and the 1989 goal is to try 
and double that figure. But she 
says this ~oai can only become a
reality i f  you give the local 
Kinettes the needed support. 
ii! i i     :iiii m 
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The Kinsmen Mothem'.Mamh campaign officially began at 2 pim.JastSund _aY at the: Happy, Gang Centr.e when, 
the r first of 200: local volunteers picked up their official Mothers' March packages and began .their.door-to-ooor 
campaign. The Terrace march*collected• over $10,000 last .year, and although no real goal has been set, it is 
hoped the Northwestspirit will add even morein 1989. * 
Howthe Mothers' March helps out 
What's theKinsmen Mothers' the task they faced seemed far 
March all about? Knute Olson, a less severe than doctors des- 
happy, energetic six-year-old cribed. But in time, reality took 
fromTerrace is just one era  hold. The first round of 
thousand stories that describe treatments lasted more than four 
the campaign. Today, most peo-. weeks, :and after  only three 
pie appreciate he devastating ef- weeks back home, they were off 
fect that crippling and disabling 
disorders can have on young 
lives, but when they see the face 
era  child like Knute, they feel 
the warmth of his smile and see 
the tru~ benefit o f  their con- 
tHbution to the Kinsmen. 
by Ted Strachan 
The birth of Knute on July 15, 
1982, was a joyous event for his 
parents, Patti and Ken Olson of 
Terrace. But only two hours. 
later, their lives were thrown in- 
to consufion and uncertainty 
when they were told-by Dr. 
W.L. Redpath that their son had 
beenborn with severe club feet 
and a clasp thumb. Both his feet 
and ankles were put into casts by 
Dr. D. Strangway, and the 
Olson's were told the infant 
would require further examina- 
tion at Vancouver Children's 
Hospital before any plans for 
treatment could be arranged. 
The  Olsons reactedas most 
parents would. The enormity of 
WE ARE MOVING 
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MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
KALUM FOREST DISTRICT 
Effe~:tive Monday, January 16, 1989 the 
Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District will 
be relocating to the 2nd Floor of the B.C. Hydro 
Building, EAST ENTRANCE access. 
Our new address will be: 
Ministry of Forests 
iKalum Forest District 
i ROom~2N" 5220 Kelth Avenue,  
~. i.i:*ii~i:*~i~i Yet_race,. B.C,, V8G 1L1 
~*~ ~ .Phone: 6~8-32e0 * 
s 
$'I00" for special boots and 
braces and incalculable inciden- 
tal costs, the• burden would be 
crushing. 
This is where funds raised by 
the Kinsmen Mothers' :March 
have made the difference for 
tO Vancouver again. This cycle Knute and his family. Knute will 
was repeated six times a year for need treatment, more operations 
the nfxt five years before taper- and new casts, until he stops 
ing off to only three special trips growing: And even without 
in:1988. • • ~ thmkm~ of future expenses, tile 
For the average family, the past has already cost about 
commitment to such a rigorous 
travel schedule alone would•be a 
far too heavy burden. But add to 
that the cost of more than 30 
round trivs at about $550 each, 
$20,000. "This is much more 
than the •average~family could 
ever afford;" says Knute's 
mother. "But from the very first 
day. we were put in touch •with 
• . -, . • 
• . - ,  
. . :  • 
the Terrace Kinsmen and th, 
was never any hestitationT' - ~ 
And this is what the Mothers,~ / 
March is all about: making : 
possible independent futures for 
people, • children and ~adults 
alike •, who ~ have physicall 
disabilities. Insuring that the ~• ~" 
specialized equipment, and 
necessary services are•available 
--  regardless ofwhere the family ~•: .... 
hves. In meeting thls goal, local 
Kinsmen and Kinettes ask that 
you support their door-t0,door 
campaign for thebalance of this 
month and take part in• the 
Mothers' Meals campaign on  
Jan. 28 and 29. .... " 
, 
S FAIR! 
THE BOARD SAYS TEACHER CONTRACT i 
PROPOSALS ARE EXCESSIVE. 
WHAT'S EXCESSIVE ABOUT A JUST EVALUATION PROCESS i 
FOR REGULAR AND SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS? 
Evaluation of performance MUST continue to be based on clear 
mutually acceptable criteria. 
WHAT'S EXCESSIVE ABOUT CONSULTATION WITH 
TEACHERS IN EDUCATIONAL•DECISION-MAKING? 
Those with on-site expertise Will always have valuable experience to 
contribute to decisions, and their voices should be heard. 
WHAT'S EXCESSIVE ABOUT FAIR AND EQUITABLE 
PROCEDURES FOR TRANSFER AND DISMISSAL? 
Every worker deserves a secure and stable working environment. 
TEACHERS ARE SEEKING CONTRACT 
GUARAN ES OF FAIR TREATMENT. 
Urge Trustees of School District No. 88 to negotiate a fairc0ntract 
With the teachers of Terrace, Hazelton, Kitwanga and Stewart., -~:* !: ~ . . . . .  
A message fro-mYOur loca/teachers~ thelTDTA/~ : - ~,~ . , , 
• "Ti );i,raCe to p epare  for . ,  + • , , .  
:.- :.". . -., ::Terrace Review " .Wednesday,, January:l 8,+1+989 .:I:23 
limited:Church leader visiting 
l l lO~L l i l y  
Public performances of : the  - .: : - .  
f Skeena TheatreArts production The current President o f  the lege of, B:C. +(now; V'anc~uver 
g .have been scheduled fo r  the B.C. Conference of the.United School ofTheology)andBoston 
., aping, with a two-hour play for.  Church of  Canada, Rev. Art 
s general audiences and a. one- Anderson of + Sardis, B.C., will 
...iiilte¢ns .-belonging- to ~+Skeena .message: when She explains, hour nlav for Grades 5 to 7 In be Visiting Knox United+Church aspects .of ,.group +work and 
_.,.~:,:':,=+ : +-~ +h....oa .hot ",he in Terrace Jan. 21 to 24. During churchm~.:agem~n~! during his 
+ .:~;'T.heatre Arts: Their production, .:"The theme is :imp0rtantb.ut so . ,UUl, V., , ,~ ,,v),~, ,.,~, ,-,. . . . . .  . ... . . . . .  
" .::."."!i~titlining the pitfalls o f  alcohol i:is the group;.i:hope,we'll be able "-r0duction can make a tour Of that dine, ne wi,  meet with local 30 years in'.imini~ry~:~find has:a 
)' . . .  3 . . . . .  t • congregations and tour + con- 
;. : ::::!i~buse:by.teens, is* presently.0n to pull i t  off. iandcomplete he much ot the t~ormwes . . . . " r),. no,,;a n,~--,rino ~hief ference locations for the May support of peoplelwho .work 
:. :.:!!i;~i~hbJdbecause of the dispute, and whole project without any cuts .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  v . ~,, - ,'. ' " • ' 1 
.... ~'. :i(,~i!~hey::n0w have Serious d0ubtsas - -  but."realisfically;i d0n;t', see+.i medical heal thof f icer  .for the !989• convemng of the annua professionally, or as volunteers, 
'.:.~:i~6 itS:•future success, thathappening. '~ ' i ;. " Skeena Health. Unit, calls the meeting. . i , + : in developing the: quality o f  the 
:"•:*:' " " " " Skeena effort a "very exciting " Anderson is presently service community's life for all  its peo, 
~.:ii!i. " i ,  by Ted Strachan. And this mood o f " !  don't  see . . :: . . . .  that happening", is at .the fore- approach" to- the idea that the United Church congregation pie. 
theater can be used to corn-, in Sardis (part of Chilliwack), Anderson's one year. term as 
' . . . .  "~ '~" "heir own, they've re- front ;ofeveryone's  •mind. As municate health-related social and. was previously for eight President of the Conference 
,6 hours a week of in- Kevin.Loren.l.Z -puts it, " Idon ' t  •issues. According to Bowering, years the Executive Secretary for runs to mid-May, "when he will 
supervised rehearsal think it'll go down - -  but it as far as-substance abuse is con- the United Church in B.C.. chair the 500 member Annual 
hours ,• of unsupervised might; And ".that worries me."  + cerned, the production et only Anderson is a graduate of the Meeting of the Conference being 
• .weekly rehearsal, beginning at Cindy Wisniewski agrees with :'.':'~10.'30 everyweekday morning, Lorenz but adds that as much as gives the community a chance to University of B.C., Union Col- held inTerrace, May 12 to 14. 
• see what kids are doing, but also 
i '~ ::'.'~with ithe helpl/of >project co- they want the project osucceed, 
• : ' :  !:i!!i~ordinator Gal l  Murray,:"But• they 'aren"t ~l l ing to corn- offersa sense of where to go and ARE YOU GETT ING THE MOST 
. . . . . .  ..;: . - what t0  d0 ; fo r  anyone con, OUT OF  YOUR• COMPUTER?  ~-;- :they're concerned with the lack " promise itsmessage or 
: . . . .  "ii'.Y!of~irectionlfrom Skeena teacher I t  will be a first class, quality., cerned .with the issues• we. re , .  " "The whole idea .behind it ,"  
+ i .:!-/.':iBrian:Koven. and the possible hearsed-produCtion she says - -  .. he says,"'iS to  open up theissue IF  NOT. . .  
• . ;i!~c0st:+of thedelay, or nothing at all: for communities and families, 
: :  ..;.if' "He's•an awesome director," Sarah de Leeuw believes, and I'd be very disappointed if it 635-3444 ASK FOR RAINER.  .-. ,..~',i. , . . . .  • . - h CALL AND 
" '.. "says. student Shuns Ilhngwort however, that the sheer dedica- breaks down over this strike. It's 
; ' ::!!wh'en:iieferring to Koveu, "No- tion of the teens involved will be 
::i!~b0dy.else'canlstep in. We need enough to "pull  it of f" .  She a new thing forhealth to be in-  - • - - volved in something like this, . ONE-on-ONETraining in Most Business Applications - 
' . /i!him: to provide direction - -  to speaks for manywhen she says, and if it falls apart, it.will take a 
i!tellus what- we' re  doing wrong. " I  hope that beingable to corn- long time to get to this point . ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting 
, . - - 
.: !:i;With0ut him it's just not work-  municate my own personal ex- again - -  i f  we ever do . "  - ACCOUNTING Software Installation & Conversions in' major 
i!!ing but."  periences, my personal mistakes, 
~i  Other  theater arts students I can stop others from making p h o t  o h packages including ACCPAC, BEDFORD;& NEW VIEWS 
• :a~ee but add that their dedica- those same .stupid mistakes;'.' S OW . GENERAL coMPUTER CONSULTING and SYSTEMS SETUP 
• .~- , . . :  . : , . . , .  
q +l - :- Negot ia t iOns  - - cont inued  from page2 at  ga l le ry  l _,o, , , , ,u,s , - - .  ,o,o,, , . , , , , ,c,=+-,,  
. . . . .  . , (S04) 635=3444.  
. (proposal and both sides are. the collective agreement, Piers- The Terrace Art Gallery will 
::presently working out the cost . dorff noted, because it would I 
:;]mplications. The task is compli- take away. the district's, ability to be hosting an exhibition of 30 
:cared, he said, by having, both control staffing levels. He added prints that won the 1988 Nation- I Northwest ¢ademy A of 
• ' i  grid+structure change proposals that statistics how School Dis- al Association of Photographic Perf Art 
:.!::and grid..salary increase pack= trict 88 to be "significantly be- print challenge from Jan. 24to  orlning s 
laRes on thetable,  at the same low the provincial-aver~ige" in Feb. 11. 
- -  time, + class sizes. ., Among the prints is 6n~by ...... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .- ;44+1'0 Park  Avenue '~ " 
"- Terrace photograPher Barry 
- : . . :D is t r i c t  secretary-treasurer ( ;~;Come Sing With Us" 
. . . . . .  :iBarry Piersdorff said "the areas With regard to the TDTA's English, Mountain Lake. Gal- 
" " " " of'difference are narrowing" in.  salary package, Piersdorff said lery coordinator Maureen Wor- 
:" :? the talks. "The  board is looking the board has calculated the obey said the exhibit is a cross- J im Banman - -  Cho i r  D i rec tor  
:i ~::for a fair and reasonable agree- total increase to be around 23 section of photographic art 
" " ' merit "he  said. percent over two years. The from clubs throughout B.C• [ [  ADULT COMMUNITY CHOIR !1 
. :  +:-: ' , ' Gallery hours are 12 to 3 p.m. ~l  " TEEN CHOIR  [ l  ; •i ~,:" " The board is refusing to allow board s last offer was 12.4 per- 
!~any reference to class size into cent over two years• Tuesday through Saturday and I ~ t ,  U l~Dn=N,  e r ,  Hn ln  
, : : ,  . . . . .  to4p .m.  Sundays. " ~k  v , ,  .- , , . -  ,., ~ v , ,  11  
" h J~  (g  " ) 
Worobey said thegallery will A es  7 tO  12  ~,  
be closed from Feb• 13 .to t e ~1.  ' . . ~== 
beginning of March• It will re- Yl Registration: January 23, 1989 ~ll 
open with the, annual Juried [~[  Children-- 6:30 p.m. /s/j }, 
Show.  More reformation on ~ \ ~w~ =. Teens-  7:00 p.m. • _~~ 
that event will be available in the \ \~  ~ - - ,  ._ - . . ,^  ,m / \ ~r~- - , .  Aauns -  7 .30  p .m.  ~7/  
near+ future. ' \ K \ ~  . . ~- - .~ . , z~ / 
- g . O • art associauon's monthly Pre re lsa'atl n 
meeting will be held Jan. 23 in ~ T . -  . . , , ,  . . . . . . .  rnone  o~)3-o,m~) the gallery at 7:30 p.m. . ~ Lone  o~3-o~o+ 
I i i ] I !l I 
" D RS OPEN AT 4:30 P .M.  I . . OO 
! r o es*l°nseredth SuperO,0  : !i!i! 1`
: 011 e . Lucky  Do l la r  B ingo  Pa lace  ,:!:.<, 
H vy : +"" 'i::i ::,?. . . . .  eO we : ::i ,> !i'ii::~i< SUNDAY:  Terroce Athlet ics Assn.  "'÷~+:? 
!' ' ,,, ii,i,: :'.• ::: MONDAY:  Terroce M,nor Hockey , !ii!iii  :i 
ass TUESDAY: Kermodes or Joycees " +?:';' 
, :~ " WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Club . ~.: 
: ~ THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets <+i ! 
: e. • Ladies of the Royal Purple . . . . .  ".>,L '*~--'~':~' ~ *.`  "' ,  :1 
::?'~ ~ i " i.' FRIDAY: Parapelegic Assn. ~= :':!i:/~ 
e . . . . .  ' ' ~ : . . . .  S A T U R D A Y :  Porape leg ic  Foundat ion  . . . .  
A CUT ABOVE THE REST ' 
'::~ > SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER " " 
• 7 B  RIVER INDUSTRIE S 18 Regular EVERYONE WELCOMEI 6 Extra 
+ (TERRACE) LTD. Games (Age 14 years and up) Games 
UniversitY'.i School o f  The010gy." 
He has specialized'in Various 
keen interest-in the .Church's 
I Thank Foul Have a Nice dayl 
P.O. BOX 538 -- TERRACE, B.C. VSG 4B5 
:"i" 5130A HIGHWAY i6 WEST e$8-7885 
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 iAIdermanl,/says now//i 
-;- :elearance, "excellent."-*; 
~ C E  - -  In-light of some are • currently exploring L the ] 
criticism by a few local.bnsi- merits of .modifying tlie blades 
nesses, City ¢ouncills Publ ic on snow removal equipment.At ::!i 
Works " Conunittee: chairman, a previous meeting, Bob Cooper 
Ruth Halloc~',.haS:;spoken in su88ested that-a "gate" cOtdd be .. • . ,.,.,.,.:, ~:~:. 
defense of: l~Jh the city and  instailed at the end of each blade ""'~ """~ : 
Public, Works  crews. Con- . and could.be, loweredat theend , ,, ~;~ "'".:.,"::" :~"!~/!~',.~: .: ~ 
sidering 'that this" winter's 
snowfall ~has been much heavier . 
than last year's, Hallock told 
council members last Week that, 
"Our crews have been .doing an 
excellent job." 
According-to Hallock, there 
have been '.'few difficulties to 
date" and she says she has re- 
ceived no complaints from either 
the business community or the 
general public.., except for one 
from South Eby. Hallock ex- 
plains that one  resident does • 
have a complaint, but his call 
wasn't one complaining of 
hazardous conditions. 
"We're apparently cleaning 
once too often per day in that 
area," she explains. Hailock 
says that this particular resident 
had noted that each time South 
Eby was cleared, he felt he 
should shovel his driveway. But 
in most cases the grader Would 
make a second pass a few 
minutes later and effectively 
destroy his labor. 
With regard to this complaint, 
Hallock says the city is still 
working on a solution and they 
Val George " - "  
continued from page 1 
ship on course" and all opera- 
tions running smoothly. 
Wagner" ~ays 'that some of the 
vacated ~instructional positions" 
have already been filled, but 
other than looking for an im- 
mediate replacement of the posi- 
tion of college president, the 
board is in no hurry to look for 
new staff. "Other positions 
won't automatically be filled," 
he said. "Those positions will 
first have to be reviewed and a 
look will have to be taken at the 
appropriateness of the deploy- 
ment of existing staff." 
George says that he laas en- 
joyed the past 12 years in Ter- 
race and would prefer to stay in 
the area .if at all possible. But 
realistically, he says, his employ- 
ment options in the immediate 
area are limited and he expects 
that he lwill eventually have to 
leave the community. 
of each driveway: Actor .'cling tO. 
Cooper, this .would stop snow 
from sliding off the blade • into. :. 
freshly, shoveled driveways and 
would be a welcome equipment. 
alteration Jo everyone --:Par-..' 
ticularly the handicapped and!: 
elderly. 
• Major Jack Taistra : agrees 
withHallock and says that in his 
opinion, the Public Works  
Department has done an "ex- 
cellent" job. Cooper also agre_es : 
and points out to city residents 
that they should consider cOndi' 
tions before they think of  1 .odg- 
ing a complaint. "We're not go- 
ing to plow when it's still snow- 
ing," he said. 
Halioek says that the city. has 
spent $179,383 of  1988's 
$201,667 budget and the balance 
of about $20,000 will be spent 
this year before the 1989. budget 
is tapped.. 
getting married... 
This basket .holds 
Information and 
gifts especially 
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: - Not likely. Not if you're a college graduate s}udent wh6¢0uld";~ 
..start in another field at whata  teacher earns after 15 years.onthe 
,job, 
." That's why •America •desperately needs teachers. One million 
:~ teachers between nowand i990. What keeps college students 
from wanting to.be teachers? Firs~y and foremost, pay. 
America desperately needs.., qualifiedteachers, paid profes- 
sional wages. So that becoming a :teacher is once again a 
respected and valued choice. 
Naltional Education Association 
I t ' snot  our ad! It's American. ] 
So what is the point? .... 1 
~. The point is, that the U.S. faced a teacher shortage 5 years :., :' 
ago and has begun to resolve:t]~e problem Wlth improved : ''~ 
pay and conditions-, ' ." L:- 
• . . i+ . : , :  - , , .+-~ " ." . .+~+ 
' . . . .  ' ~"+ " " "  "~ - " ;  i "  
Nowwe' re  facing a teacher shortage here m~i:B.C,::, i:!~!i;ii! - 
- • ,  ~/ "  " : I r~w' I ' FAC I - I F~ . . . .  , 
• " " " ; POOR WOP, KINO.C~3NDITIONS 
'.~..,. : ' I I~CH]~ SHORTAGE 0aROJE~rFJ ) AT O V~R,2000 a year by the year 199~) 
...... '~z~' : : ' : : ' ; : "  li~ to ,compete with 
i.;i~ii.,.::~,.:,,~,.,:,. :; lower mainlanddistricts fora decreas.'mgsupply of teachers.... ;- ...... , '.•.,; 
history repeats itseif~in. . Ter race"~... ,. 
the  ad will read l iketh is :  ~ : :~iiiiii:., 
¢, 
- . . i  
,/ Would you apply.  ;, , 
- -  and it w,II be followed by the sad tale of teacher short' I 
ages and polls stating that teachers should be better paid. 
In the meantime,.. 
"CATCH THE ACTION 
Visit the Northern Motor Inn, for 
nightly entertainment. Come to CaJJforl~a here I come... 
whore the ACTION Is. j Urge the School Board to negotiate a fair settlement with 
teachers and help make Distflct No. 88 an attractive place to 
learn and teach. ...... i $U6 Hwy. 16 East 
IA5.6375 This gl impse o f  the future brought to you by . . . . . .  , ,::: 
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